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Sale Day Catalogue
IMPORTANT NOTICE
ALL PURCHASERS PLEASE NOTE - ANY LOTS NOT PAID FOR BY NOON OF THE SATURDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE (UNLESS
SPECIAL ARRANGES HAVE BEEN MADE WITH THE AUCTIONEERS) WILL BE SUBJECT TO A STORAGE CHARGE.
ALL ITEMS WILL BE SOLD UNDER THE AUCTIONEERS VAT MARGIN SCHEME UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED
PLEASE NOTE THAT IMPERFECTIONS ARE NOT INDICATED IN THIS CATALOGUE
WE WILL ACCEPT MAJOR CREDIT CARDS FOR PAYMENT PROVIDING SETTLEMENT IS MADE BY 12 NOON ON THE
SATURDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. A 2% SURCHARGE WILL APPLY.

Lot

Description

Lot

7

Sale:

08/08/2018

Description

6 x c1950's Britains US Civil War Union
Cavalry lead soldiers.
Comprising:- Officer, Bugler, & 4 Troopers.
Unboxed.

Vintage Toys

Estimate £25 - £40
8

Scalextric
1

Polistil Niki Lauda slot car racing set A901 c1977.
Contains Ferrari 312 T2 and Elf Tyrell Ford.
1:32 scale.

Comprising:- 2 Officers & 5 Troopers. Unboxed.
Estimate £25 - £40
9

Estimate £30 - £50
2

7 x c1950's Britains US Civil War
Confederate Cavalry lead soldiers.

3 x white metal model soldiers - Victorian
Indian States.
Approx. 54mm scale. Mounted on wooden
bases.

Scalextric - '101 Circuits' book (c1960's),
and 2 catalogues 7th & 19th editions.

Estimate £8 - £15
Estimate £5 - £10
3

Scalextric hardback book by Rod Green The Story of the World's Favourite Model
Racing Cars.
Estimate £8 - £15

4

10

Possibly Britains.
Estimate £40 - £80
11

A Scalextric Grand Prix set with 2 cars,
together with wooden grandstand, track and
buildings.

Estimate £15 - £30
A boxed Grand Prix Scalextric sport set.

Estimate £15 - £40
12

Together with a box of track, buildings,
controllers and cars. To include racing and rally
cars.

Scalextric The Simpsons Skateboard
Chase electric micro slot racing game.
Estimate £8 - £15

Toy Soldiers & Figures

A boxed Orion 3 piece set of lead
Napoleonic soldier figures.
French Cavalry 1st Regt. Hussars 1806.
54mm scale.

Estimate £30 - £50
6

A collection of Timpo plastic soldiers with
Knight's jousting play base.
Figures comprise:- Arabs, Mexicans, Knights,
Cowboys, Eskimo in canoe, & Roman Chariot
(a/f).

To included boxed humpback bridge.
5

Vintage US Civil War Confederate Gun Team
& Canon lead soldiers.

Estimate £15 - £30
13

A box of assorted Action Man figures and
accessories.
To include 8 Action Man figures, motorbike
and sidecar and a Turbo-Copter MK1XA.
Estimate £25 - £40
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14

A box of assorted loose plastic soldiers and
vehicles.

27

To include Airfix 1:32 scale.
Estimate £10 - £20
15

Estimate £15 - £30
28

A quantity of vintage lead animals.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £15 - £25

A quantity of vintage lead scenery.
To include Britains, F.G.Taylor & Cherilea.
Fences, haystacks, kennels, hen houses etc.

29

A quantity of vintage lead carts and farm
accessories and horses.

Estimate £30 - £50
30

To include Britains.

A quantity of vintage lead farm animals.
To include Britains.
Estimate £20 - £30

19

A collection of vintage lead farm figures &
carts.

Estimate £30 - £50
31

To include Britains mounted huntswoman,
groom, Dairy cart & horse, and hay wagon.

21

To include Britains. Playworn
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30

A collection of vintage lead zoo animals.

A collection of vintage lead toy soldiers &
railway figures.

32

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £20 - £40
33

A 2003 Hasbro Dr X Power Robot, Action
Man enemy, action figure toy.
Approx. 31cm tall.
Estimate £12 - £18

23

A collection of lead soldiers to include
Britains.

Estimate £10 - £20
25

26

A boxed Airfix set of WWII German
Paratroops - 1:32 scale, with other plastic
soldiers and vehicles.
Airfix set c1977 complete with all 14 figures
unpainted. Unboxed figures include Airfix 1:32
scale. Vehicles include Airfix 1:72 scale,
Matchbox & Benbros.

A tray of vintage lead farm figures and
soldiers.
Includes Britains cart, Simon Rivolet gun
tender, Johilco frog, and 2 Britains bulldogs.

An original 1964 Palitoy Action Man
together with assorted uniforms &
accessories.
Estimate £30 - £50

34

Estimate £25 - £40
24

A boxed Action Man special operations tent.
Comprising tent, table, chair, roll of maps and
instructions leaflet. Stars to front of box cut out.

To include Dinky post box and postman, gas
lamp post, cowboys & Indians. Various scales.
22

A vintage 1970's Action Man deep sea
divers outfit with pamphlet.
Comprising compass, white jumpsuit, white
gloves, black boots, lead boot covers, helmet
with breast plate, marker buoy, air hose,
weighted belt with shoulder straps, knife in
sheath and a sledge hammer. For use with the
commander figures.

Estimate £25 - £50
20

A vintage 1964 Red devils Action Man with
outfit, accessories and pamphlet.
Comprising red jumpsuit, visor goggles,
orange parachute, green parachute pack with
harness and front pack, helmet and black
boots. Action man doll has some damage to
hands.

Estimate £25 - £50
18

A vintage 1970's Action Man with dispatch
rider outfit and accessories.
Together with original motorbike ( no sidecar ).

Estimate £20 - £40
17

A vintage action man Medic outfit,
accessories and leaflet.
Comprising jumper, shirt, trousers, helmet, arm
band, crutch, medic box containing
stethoscope and bandages, medic flag,
stretcher and cardboard first aid post signs.

To include Britains. All small animals, to
include various dogs, owl, squirrel, rabbits,
hens, goats etc.
16

A vintage action man with beard in
camouflage outfit with beret and gun

Estimate £15 - £30

Dolls
98

A boxed Palitoy action man Transport
Command Jeep.

A German bisque head girl doll by
Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth.

Stars to box cut out.

Head marked PM 914 Germany 4/0. With
closing eyes and 2 top teeth.

Estimate £30 - £40

Approx. 9 inches tall.

A box of vintage Action man outfits and
accessories.

Estimate £20 - £40

To include weapons and dynamite, Guard
century post and warning signs, part frogman
outfit and Arctic Marine outfit.

99

A vintage toy dolls pram with blue corduroy
material.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £30 - £40
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100

A collection of vintage and antique dolls
and accessories.
To include a Tri-ang doll's pram, wooden drop
sided crib, cane chair, ironing board, and
assorted sized dolls (most dolls in need of
restoration).

112

With label attached.
Estimate £8 - £15
113

An Armand Marseille composite baby doll
with vintage silk dress and bonnet.

Estimate £8 - £15
114

Estimate £8 - £15
115

A vintage composite fully jointed doll with
teeth and close eye action.

Estimate £8 - £15
116

Marked Germany to back of head. Shows
some signs of restoration.

103

Estimate £8 - £15

104

117

A box of vintage dolls many wearing
National Costumes.
Estimate £10 - £20

Armand Marseille AM 351 / 7K baby doll.

Estimate £30 - £50
118

Total height of bear 71cm/28 inches.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £100 - £150
119

Estimate £10 - £30

Approx. 13 inches tall.
106

107

120

Estimate £10 - £30
121

109

With yellow material label.

A c1970's Silver Cross dolls pram with
accessories bag.

Estimate £25 - £40
122

1 x Palitoy, 1 x Toyse, and 1 x unmarked.
Estimate £15 - £30

Approx. 24" tall.

An original c1970's Sindy doll with 3
dresses.

Estimate £40 - £70
123

A vintage blonde haired teddy bear perfume
bottle with padded hands and feet.

A c1960's child's/doll's rocking chair with
woven rush seat.

Perfume bottle inserted to body, removable
head with cork stopper. Stitched nose and
plastic nose.

Estimate £15 - £30

Approx. 14cm tall.

Teddy Bears & Soft Toys
111

A 1930's straw filled, blonde haired, jointed
Teddy bear possibly Pintel.
With old shoe button eyes, large ears and long
nose. Pads to feet and stitched paws. Both
legs in need of restoration.

3 x c1970's plastic dolls.

Estimate £10 - £20
110

A vintage Merrythought Lioness pyjama
case.

Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £80 - £120
108

4 collectable Teddy bears.
Comprising Large House of Fraser Bear 2006,
2 smaller Fraser Bears 2007 and a Ty bear in a
floral dress.

A collection of c1970's Carrie & Christopher
dolls and boxed accessories by Palitoy.
Includes:- Carrie doll, Christopher doll, boxed
Pram, boxed Crib, boxed Swing, boxed Twin
Pushchair, boxed High chair, and boxed
Bathtime set.

8 collectable Teddy Bears and 2 dolls.
Comprising 5 Russ bears, 2 jointed bears, and
2 small world dolls.

With 2 top teeth and closing eyes. Head
marked Germany E 35.
Estimate £30 - £50

A Limited edition Big Brown Bear by Robin
Rive.
Number 12 of 50. Signed to right hand foot
pad. Complete with original tags.

Approx. 22 inches tall.
German bisque headed boy doll with soft
body.

A 1950's Blonde Schuco nursery bear
together with a vintage wooden toy dolls cot.
Total height of bear 53cm/21 inches approx.

With 2 bottom teeth and closing eyes. Some
damage to body.

105

Steiff Year teddy bear 2013.
With label attached.

Approx. 22" tall.
Estimate £15 - £30

Steiff Year teddy bear 2012.
With label attached.

Estimate £20 - £30
102

Steiff Year teddy bear 2011.
With label attached.

Marked A.M. Germany 520/23/4k. One finger
missing and some paintwork has flaked on lips.
Approx. 41cm long.

Steiff Year teddy bear 2016.
With label attached.

Estimate £20 - £40
101

Steiff Year teddy bear 2015.

Estimate £20 - £40

Steiff Year teddy bear 2014.
With label attached.
Estimate £8 - £15
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124

A quantity of badges, pins and brooches,
mostly teddy bears.

134

To include; Disney Winnie the Pooh, Rupert
Bear, Paddington, Help for Hero's and Pudsey
Bear Children in Need.
Estimate £10 - £20
125

With stand and satin dust bag.
Estimate £5 - £10
135

A box of assorted teddy bears to include a
Harrods Bear,

126

Estimate £20 - £30
136

3 metal miniature jointed Steiff teddy bears
to include one wearing a Tam O'Shanter hat.
Together with a Steiff bear pin badge and a
Merrythought Annual Open Day 2004 pin
badge.

Estimate £20 - £30
137

Estimate £5 - £10
138

Of various colours and sizes.

4 large bears to include Safari Winnie the
Pooh from Disneyland, Paris.

Largest approx. 12cm tall.

Together with a soft toy lion.
Estimate £5 - £10

Estimate £20 - £40
128

A tray of miniature teddy bear figures and
charms.
To include colourbox, small world, stone set
and white metal Kitney & Co jointed bear with
cap and tie.

139

Estimate £5 - £10
140

Largest approx. 5cm tall.
A vintage dark wood miniature chair with
green velvet upholstery.

Estimate £5 - £10
141

Estimate £5 - £10
142

A box of 17 assorted TY soft toy bears.
To include; Hero, Fridge, Pops, McWooly and
bears from "The Attic Treasures Collection".

Estimate £5 - £10
144

Estimate £10 - £20
132

Estimate £5 - £10
145

A quantity of Teddy Bear books.
To include; Judith Millers Teddy Bears, Teddy
Bears & Steiff Animals, Michael Bond's Book of
Bears and A Collectors Guide to Teddy Bears.

A vintage plush teddy bear.
Approx. 20 inches (51cm) tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
133

5 large soft toys.
Comprising Tesco Father Christmas and
Winston, Woolworths Wooly and Worth and
Preston the WHSmith's penguin.

A quantity of hard back books relating to
Teddy Bears.
To include; The Teddy Bear Encyclopaedia,
100 years of Steiff Teddy Bears, The Ultimate
Teddy Bear Book and The Teddy Bear Lovers
Catalogue.

A box boys soft toys.
To include Angry Birds, Darth Vader and
dinosaur.

A box of 30+ assorted soft toy bears.
To include Russ.

A box of assorted soft toy monkeys.
Estimate £5 - £10

143

Estimate £10 - £20
131

A box of assorted soft toys, mostly dogs
and bears.
To include limited edition Bear Factory, Me to
You and Harrods.

Chair approx. 56cm tall.
130

A box of assorted soft toys.
To include penguins, crocodiles and the Hulk.

Together with a Bear Factory "Grandma Bear"
soft toy.
Estimate £10 - £20

A very large soft toy Dog.
Approx. 112cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
129

A box of assorted soft teddy bears.
To include The Velveteen Bean Bear Co,
Brands Hatch official bear, a Holy bear with
miniature bible and RSPCA bear.

Estimate £20 - £40

A tray of 50+ miniature jointed soft teddy
bears.

A vintage small straw filled teddy bear,
together with 2 vintage straw filled dogs.
Teddy bear 23cm (9 inches) tall.

Bears approx. 5cm long.
127

A c1960's Steiff pig 'Jolanthe'.
Missing button and label.

together with a TY beanie duck.
Estimate £10 - £20

An American Tilly Collectibles " Amelia
Ashterville " Bear dressed in period
costume.

Estimate £15 - £30

Tinplate
146

A Modern Toys battery operated tinplate
train
Estimate £5 - £10

Estimate £10 - £20
147

A boxed Chinese tinplate friction Fire Chief
car.
Estimate £10 - £20
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148

A vintage St Michael tin plate toy till / cash
register, circa 1960's.

159

Comprising:- a Fairylite 'Loop the Loop' plane
(in working order), and RAF plane (not
working), marked Foreign.

Estimate £5 - £15
149

Vintage tin plate wind up astronaut with
spark panel and paddle feet.
Unmarked and unboxed in working order. With
red plastic spark window set into the chest.
Inflated Michelin Man look. Possibly Japanese
Noguchi or similar.

9.5cm & 13cm long respectively.
Estimate £15 - £30
160

19cm long.

A large vintage tinplate MOBO Prairie King
rocking horse.
Approx. 100cm long.

Estimate £10 - £20
161

152

To include Electric Motor No.3/1262 by ESL.
Estimate £15 - £30

Boat 56cm long, Train 36cm long.

2 boxes of vintage playworn meccano.

A c1930's USA made tinplate pull-along
duck.

Estimate £15 - £30
162

With 'waggling' body action and wooden
wheels.

A scarce c1940-50's large Mettoy tinplate
RAF Aircraft Transporter with plane.
Plane has fold-back wings, camouflage & RAF
roundels. Wind-up mechanisms of both plane
& lorry need attention.
Plane length 31cm, wingspan 43cm,
Transporter 43cm long.

Estimate £200 - £400

Estimate £100 - £200
154

A collection of 4 vintage tinplate toys.

163

Comprising:- 3 x 'O' gauge railway wagons, and
army open backed lorry (wind-up mechanism
not working).

A c1930's Wells Brimtoy tinplate wind-up
'Golden Streak' Railcar.

Estimate £25 - £50
164

In blue & cream livery. Mechanism in working
order, but moves sluggishly. Without key.

156

23cm long.
Estimate £15 - £30

Approx. 15cm long.

A c1940-50's Mettoy tinplate wind-up Army
Staff Car.

Estimate £15 - £30
165

Estimate £40 - £70
A c1940-50's large Mettoy tinplate wind-up
R.A.S.C. Army lorry.

Approx. 7.5cm long.
Estimate £15 - £30

Mechanism in working order, but a bit stiff.
166

43.5cm long
Estimate £50 - £80

21cm long

A vintage Mamod / type stationary steam
engine.
Estimate £20 - £40

A tinplate wind-up Esso petrol tanker.
Marked 'Made in England'. Yellow & red livery.
In working order.

A c1930's tinplate small wind-up tank.
In working order with spark effect cannon, but
moves along intermittently due to slight
slackness of rubber tracks. Marked Foreign.
Without key.

23cm long

158

A c1930's tinplate wind-up 'Bluebird' land
speed Record car.
Possibly by Arnold (Germany) or similar.
Marked 'Foreign' with 'Cord Balloon' marked
tyres. In working order, but without key.

Mechanism in working order.

157

A tray of vintage tinplate vehicles and
garage.
Includes GTP Big Top Circus van, Minic GR
Royal Mail van, German DRGM tram, and
Automatic Garage.

Estimate £10 - £20
155

Wells Brimtoy scarce pre-war boxed Mickey
Mouse Handcar set.
c1930's set in very good condition, comprising
4 wheeled clockwork tinplate handcar with
Disney Mickey & Minnie Mouse composite
figures, bell, and printed Pluto and Horace
Horsecollar characters to sides. In working
order with key. Runs on a 6 piece circular O
gauge track. Complete with cardboard Mickey's
House and Station. Box in very good condition
with internal dividers, no tears to box or lid, just
minor scuffing to edges.

Estimate £10 - £20
153

4 vintage tinplate and wooden toys.
Comprising:- Tri-ang red crane, blue crane (off
of another vehicle), wooden & tinplate wind-up
train (in working order), and a wooden &
tinplate boat.

Estimate £30 - £60
151

A c1950-60's Japanese tinplate Chevrolet
Impala Police car.
Push along mechanism with siren sound.
Marked 'Made in Japan'.

Estimate £50 - £80
150

2 x small c1940-50's tinplate wind-up planes.

167

A boxed Mamod Steam Roadster SA1 live
steam car.
Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £25 - £50
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168

A boxed Chinese tin plate 4 Sedan car set
with friction control.

179

To include Han Solo and Luke Skywalker with
blonde hair.

Estimate £40 - £60

Sci-Fi & TV Related
169

A vintage Mickey Mouse pin badge.

Estimate £20 - £40
180

Approx. 23mm diameter.
170

An Imai Thunderbirds plastic kit. Large Size
with motor.
Comprises:- Thunderbird 2, Thunderbird 4,
Recovery Vehicle, & Mole models in pod.

Estimate £20 - £40
181

172

Estimate £20 - £40
182

Includes 3 x Dinky Capt. Scarlet vehicles, a
Dinky Sam's car, Joe 90 badges, and Batman
& Robin figures.
Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £5 - £15

A collection of original 1970's Star Wars
figures.

Estimate £15 - £30

183

Estimate £25 - £35
184

A 1985 Star Wars Figure of Amanaman
without staff.

3 Star Wars vehicles.

Estimate £25 - £35
185

Estimate £35 - £45
186

176

Estimate £80 - £90
187

A collection of vintage Star Wars figures
and toys.
A Tauntaun 1979 Lucas films, A Hoth Wampa
Lucas films 1984, a starfighter transformer
2004 Lucas films together with 3 Battlestar
Gallactica Imperious leader figures 1977 and a
Hasbro 2010 transformer.

Estimate £25 - £35
188

A collection of original 1970's Star wars
figures.
Comprising 2 Darth Vader, Hammer head,
Luke Skywalker in x wing uniform, princess
Leah, Chewbacca with weapon, Death Star
droid and Tuscan Raider.

A Mickey Mouse wristwatch with Mickey
head shaped case in metallic green.
Dial show Mickey playing football. Rubber strap
depicting Disney characters. Neon coloured
hands. Water resistant.

A collection of Star wars figures, guns,
weapons and accessories.

Estimate £25 - £35

Estimate £10 - £20
178

A Minnie Mouse girls wristwatch with pink
plastic case and pink rubber strap,
Strap decorated with name "Minnie". Pale blue
hours, minutes and seconds hands. Made
exclusively for Disney Paris resort.

Estimate £15 - £30
177

A Minnie Mouse ladies wristwatch by Pulsar.
Minnie mouse arms and hands depict hours
and minutes. With black leather strap.

To include Kenner productions and 1980's
Lucas film.
Estimate £15 - £30

A Minnie mouse holding teddy bear wrist
watch by Swatch.
Back stamped TM&C 2000 Warner Bros,
Looney Tunes. On silver P.U strap.

Estimate £15 - £30
A collection of star wars vehicles and part
vehicles.

A Mickey & Minnie Mouse wristwatch by
West air with clear rubber strap.
Orange and yellow hour and minutes hands.

Aayla Secura Jedi Star Fighter Lucas films
2004, X wing fighter with smoke damage decal
Kenner productions and a AT-ST 1982 Lucas
film. A/F.
175

A ladies/girls wrist watch showing a
dancing Minnie Mouse.
Clear plastic sectioned strap with flower, heart
and butterfly decoration.

Estimate £20 - £40
174

2 Marvel Comics 1970s comic books: Tales
to Astonish #59 and Shogun Warriors #8.
Tales to Astonish #59 printed June 1964, first
appearance of Magician, condition is fair with
wear to cover, some pen markings and intact
but worn spine. Shogun Warriors #8 printed
Sep 1979. Condition good with only very minor
corner wear and pen mark across barcode.

A collection of mainly TV related toys in a
Star Wars tin.

Comprising Darth Vader, Chewbacca, R5D4
droid, Greedo with blaster, Storm trooper, Obi
Wan Kenobi, Jawa and Tuscan raider.
173

A collection of 13 1980's Star wars figures.
To include Admiral Ackbah and C3P0.

Estimate £15 - £30
171

A collection of 12 1980's Star wars figures.
To include Jabba The Hut's droid 8D8 and
Emperor Palpatine.

In excellent condition.
Estimate £15 - £30

A collection of 12 1980's Star Wars figures.

189

A child's Mickey Mouse wristwatch with
goldtone case and red plastic strap.
Mickey's arms and hands show hours and
minutes. Strap needs attention.
Estimate £50 - £60

Estimate £15 - £30
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190

A Mickey Mouse wristwatch with blue
plastic case and buckle.

201

Rubber printed strap, shocked Mickey Mouse
to face with red hours and minutes hand and
white seconds hand.

Red rubber strap with Minnie and Mickey
mouse decoration. Neon hours, minutes and
seconds hands to dial.

Estimate £25 - £35
191

1987 Mickey Mouse wristwatch with brown
leather strap.

Estimate £35 - £45
202

Seconds hand.

A Mickey Mouse wrist watch by Apollo
showing Mickey Mouse playing football.
Brown leather strap goldtone buckle.

Estimate £35 - £45
203

Estimate £25 - £35
193

Estimate £25 - £35
204

A Mickey Mouse wristwatch from the Sports
range. Woven velcro strap with small
compass.

Estimate £35 - £45
205

Face shows Mickey Mouse on a motorbike.
Watch has top pin missing to fix to strap.

Mickey Mouse wristwatch with black leather
strap.

Estimate £55 - £65
206

Mickey has blue suit and yellow gloved hands
show hours and minutes. White seconds hand.

Estimate £70 - £80

A Mickey Mouse smiling face wristwatch.
Silvertone stainless steel case and buckle with
black plastic strap.

207

A Lorus mickey Mouse wristwatch with mint
green leather strap.
Mickey's gloved hands show hours and
minutes. Seconds hand detail. S

Estimate £35 - £45
208

A white leather strap Mickey Mouse watch
by Apollo.
Seconds hand detail.

Estimate £50 - £60
209

Estimate £35 - £45
199

A nodding head Mickey Mouse watch by
Bradley.

Estimate £220 - £250

Estimate £35 - £45
210

A mickey mouse wristwatch by Lorus with
moving hands to show hours and minutes.
Goldtone case and buckle on a brown leather
strap.

A classic Mickey Mouse alarm clock by
Bradley.
Twin yellow alarm bells to top. Moving arms
and hands for hours and minutes. Made in
Germany.

Bezel at 4 o'clock. Red gloved hands as hours
and minutes hands. Swiss made.
200

An Apollo Mickey Mouse wristwatch with
purple and lilac face.
White plastic case and strap. Mickey in a
thumbs up stance to face. In original blister
packaging.

Estimate £35 - £45
198

A Mickey Mouse Clubhouse children's
digital wristwatch.
Disney characters printed to plastic strap. Lift
up case to show digital display.

Estimate £35 - £45
197

A blue strap Mickey for Kids wristwatch
with head Mickey Mouse head shaped case.
Mickey's face shows red hours and minutes
hands and black numbers printed on the glass.

Estimate £25 - £35
196

A Disney store exclusive wristwatch
showing a classic stance Mickey mouse
with moving hands.
Black leather strap.

Estimate £30 - £40
195

A large square face Disney Mickey Mouse
wristwatch.
Seconds hand detail. Mickey's head and name
to faux leather strap.

Estimate £45 - £55
194

A yellow and black late 1980's "Mr. Money"
automatic robot money bank by Tomy.
Total height approx. 9.5cm.

A Lorus Mickey Mouse wrist watch with
seconds hand detail.
Mickey's yellow gloved hands show hours and
minutes. Strap needs attention.

A Mickey Mouse head shaped dial quartz
wristwatch.
Green plastic strap showing Disney characters.
Head shaped case has some wear to the green
paint work.

Estimate £25 - £35
192

A red dial Mickey Mouse playing football
wristwatch.

A 2010 TM & DWA McDonalds Robot Bug
Toy with "Dog Bark" sound.
Estimate £8 - £12

211

Estimate £70 - £80

A 2010 TM & DWA McDonalds Robot Bug
Toy with red light up "Lazer".
Estimate £8 - £12

212

A 2010 TM & DWA McDonalds Robot Bug
Toy with extending neck "crayon Carrier".
Estimate £8 - £12
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213

A 2010 TM & DWA McDonalds Robot Bug
Toy with "Thunder boost" echo noise maker.

227

Character played by Jeff Bridges in Iron Man 2
film.

Estimate £8 - £12
214

A Wall.E robot toy by Disney/Pixar Thinkway
Toys.
Total height approx. 19cm.

Estimate £20 - £30
228

Estimate £15 - £25
215

Estimate £8 - £15

Estimate £8 - £12
A 2003 Lego group Burger King Corp
"Bionicle" viewfinder.
Estimate £8 - £12

A 1992 Tiger Electronics 2-XL educational
toy robot with tape player.

A 1987 Hasbro Transformers Decepticon
figure of "Dreadwind", jet fighter toy.

Cassette included.
Estimate £180 - £250

Guns missing.
231

Estimate £20 - £30
218

219

220

A 2001 Hasbro Inc Transformers Decepticon
figure of "Galvatron", tank toy.
Missiles missing.
Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £120 - £150

A 1990's wired remote control robot walking
toy.

232

Approx. 14cm tall.

Estimate £40 - £50

Estimate £35 - £50

A 2001 TM & Tiger Electronics McDonalds
Robot pink and grey Cat toy.

233

Approx. 21cm tall.

A boxed 1980's New Bright Toby Jr, battery
operated atomic robot.

A 1980's New Bright Toby Jr, battery
operated Atomic Robot toy.

Estimate £60 - £70
234

A 2008 Wowwee ltd McDonalds toy robot
dog.

A 2001 Hasbro Takara Playskool
Transformers Big Adventures Go-Bots
Gorilla toy.

A Science Museum Robot money bank /
digital clock.
Estimate £20 - £30

236

Star Wars Episode 1 electronic Naboo Royal
Starship Blockade cruiser playset with box.
Damage to box.

Estimate £20 - £30
224

A 2003 Science Museum self build design
electric bug robot "Rotor Shaker" toy.
Estimate £30 - £40

235

Requires 2 C type batteries.
Estimate £90 - £120

A 2005 Hasbro and Tiger Electronics grey
interactive "Furby" toy.
#59294

Estimate £140 - £160

223

A 1998 Tiger Electronics black and brown
interactive toy "Furby".

With forward and reverse action.

Features; talking & space sound, flashing
eyes, gripping hands and bump-n-go action.
222

A 2002 Happy Kid Toy group Super Fighter
robot in blue and grey.
Requires 4 x AA batteries, Walking, Talking,
light up and audio action. With original hand
held laser gun toy.

Estimate £12 - £18
221

A 1978 Mego Corp 2-XL educational toy
robot with 8 track tape player.
Estimate £180 - £250

230
217

A 2003 Hasbro Transformers Dinobot
Decepticon "Cruellock" from the Terrorcons.
Sword tail and gun missing.

A 2001 TM & Tiger Electronics McDonalds
Robot Tortoise with friction controlled head.
229

216

A 2008 Marvel, Hasbro Obadiah Stane "IronMonger" robot toy.

Estimate £70 - £90
237

Vintage Tomy Mr.Time Alarm clock Robot
with quartz clock set into head.
Estimate £80 - £100

Estimate £30 - £40
225

238

A Teksta interactive Scooby Doo.
4G, touch sensitive, wireless technology with
gesture control. Box damaged.
Estimate £15 - £25

226

Estimate £90 - £120
239

A 1999 DYTOY, Dah Yang Toys, Hi-Q The
Inteli-Bot battery operated toy robot.
With audio and flashing lights.
Estimate £40 - £50

A 1980's Tomy Mr. D.J. AM/FM Radio robot
with moving mouth action.

A 2000 Manley Quest Tekno Robot dog with
moveable legs, tail, head and ears.
Estimate £200 - £250

240

A 2001 Manley Quest interactive robotic cat
with moveable legs, tail and head.
Light up eyes and audio sounds.
Estimate £40 - £50
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241

A vintage 1980's Blue Box battery operated
Mr. Bump Bot with 'Bump and go' system.

252

Design regd No 3338/84

Compass to strap and magnifier to front of
watch.

Estimate £60 - £80
242

MimiMo collectors figurine with moveable
arms.

Estimate £45 - £55
253

Approx. 14.5cm tall.
MimiMo collectors figurine with moveable
hands and arms.

Estimate £25 - £35
254

Approx. 22cm tall.

A 2005 TM & Zizzle IZ musical robot toy in
blue.
Together with 3 2006 TM & Zizzle McDonalds
toys.

Estimate £10 - £20
255

Large robot approx. 27cm tall.
A 2001 Tiger Electronics red and silver
interactive robot toy.
With moving, flashing and audio parts.

Estimate £15 - £30
256

Approx. 25cm tall.
A 1980's Jupiter Robot toy made in China by
Kamco.
With flashing eyes, walking action and space
scene on his "TV" screen. 4 spring loaded
missiles missing from head.

Estimate £10 - £20
257

Walt Disney Productions stamped to back.
Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £70 - £90

248

A vintage Mickey mouse swimmer toy.

A 1980's Star-Master Jet Smoke battery
operated toy robot.

Misc (T)
41

With Stop and walk action, helmet opens to
reveal dinosaur head which emits smoke.
Estimate £90 - £120
A 2005 Wowwee Ltd Robosapien V2 Mini
Robo toy robot.

Estimate £10 - £20
42

Approx. 22cm tall.

A 2002 Mattel Inc, Fisher Price Rescue
Heroes Robo Team "Clamp Down" police
robot.

Estimate £15 - £30
43

Approx. 17cm tall.
A vintage illuminated Fire Fire toy robot in
red, grey and silver colours.

Estimate £8 - £15
44

With flashing lights, audio and laser gun.
Approx. 38cm tall.
Estimate £120 - £140

A pack of early German 'trumps' card game.
Complete set in red slip case. Grand Prix,
Record, Hill Climb & Pioneer cars

Estimate £45 - £60
251

c1970's Subbuteo 'International' Table
Football Set.
In original outer brown posting box. Box lid
excellent. Interior and contents have some
damage.

Estimate £25 - £35
250

3 x c1960's pin badges - Robertson's Golly
& Butlins.
Comprises:- Golly Boy Scout, Golly Tennis
player, and Butlins Clacton 1962.

Approx. 30cm tall.
249

4 boxed Thunderbirds & Captain Scarlet
toys.
Comprising: 1993 ITC Entertainment Group
Camera, Carded and sealed Thunderbird 2 by
Bandai, Captain Scarlet & The Mysterons
jigsaw puzzle by King and Captain Scarlet
Spectrum Vehicle Collection with soundtech by
Carlton.

Approx. 32cm tall.
247

A boxed Limited Edition Pokémon mini
Bank #92 Gastly.
Together with a quantity of late 1990's
Pokémon cards.

Estimate £55 - £70
246

2 sealed carded 1990's Star Trek The Next
Generation action figures by Bandai.
Together with a Captain Playfun jigsaw puzzle.
Figures are Captain Jean-Luc Picard and
Commander William T. Riker.

Estimate £180 - £220
245

A boxed Star Wars Micro Machines Action
Fleet Solar Sailer by Hasbro.
Together with 2 promotional Star Wars DVD's
and a quantity of Topps "Rogue One" and "The
Force Awakens" collectors stickers.

Estimate £30 - £40
244

A Minnie Mouse playing tennis wrist watch
with pale pink silicone strap.
With seconds hand.

Estimate £30 - £40
243

A Mickey Mouse " Safari Adventures "
digital watch with green woven fabric strap.

A vintage Esso Brooklands Race Game
board.
Estimate £10 - £20

45

A set of American pool ball (stripes & spots)
with cue ball and Riley pool cue.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:
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46

Bandai Electronics Missile Invader hand
held game.

60

In working order. Unboxed

Together with a vintage boxed Matchbox Live-nLearn "Stack' a cake" pre-school toy.

Estimate £8 - £15
47

A c1950's boxed 'Shoot' football game by
Berwick.

Estimate £5 - £15
61

48

Estimate £5 - £15
62

A c1980's KFC sit-in children's display car.
With Col. Sanders face/logo on front radiator
grille.

2 vintage Tri-ang girl's bikes.

Estimate £10 - £20
63

Estimate £40 - £60
50

Space Shuttle Pinball electronic game by
GGG.

7 x Xbox 360 games together with 2 x
Manchester United football annuals and a
Wayne Rooney annual.
Being sold in aid of Cats Protection Holbeach.
Estimate £15 - £30

c1980's - boxed - untested
64

51

A collection of 50 1990's Pokémon energy
cards together with 13 Pokémon playing
cards from 2007
onwards.

Estimate £80 - £120
49

A quantity of vintage toys, books & games.
To include Fisher Price record player.

A 'tiddlywinks' based game, complete except
for rules.
Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage Fisher Price Adventure People
Rescue helicopter with figures, circa 1970's.

Estimate £10 - £20

A boxed vintage home roulette game by
K.&C. LTD., London.

A vintage wooden 2 handled red and gold
painted wheel barrow.

Complete with original dealers visor.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £60 - £80
52

A vintage 3 wheeled Play-Way Scooter
together with a toy sack barrow & a tin
Wheel barrow.
Estimate £20 - £30

53

Estimate £10 - £20
66

67

3 boxed Schleich model trees.

To include; balls, cues, score board and chalk.
(blue ball and 1 red ball missing).

Estimate £25 - £40

Approx. 123.5cm x 82.5cm.
Estimate £20 - £40

A boxed Schleich Tournament set # 40194
68

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £25 - £40

Estimate £5 - £10
69

A wooden and glass display case with
mirrored bottom.
Suitable for cars etc.
Internal size approx. 24.5cm long, 10.5cm
wide, and 12.5cm tall.

50cm wide x 26cm tall
59

10 vintage Sega Mega Drive games
cartridges together with a Sega Genesis
game cartridge.
To include: Street Fighter II, Phantasy Star III,
Alisia Dragoon, Vectorman, Dick Tracy and
Road Rash.

A c1960-80's LEGO point of sale advertising
clock.

Estimate £80 - £120

A vintage wooden doll's crib, a vintage
wooden child's rocker and a box of vintage
jigsaws.
Estimate £15 - £30

70

Estimate £15 - £30
58

A vintage set of 4 Spears Zig-Zag puzzles
for children "Little Hollanders".
One puzzle has 1 piece missing. Together with
a vintage Arrow games 77piece Treasure jigsaw puzzle.

3 boxed Schleich model sets.
Comprising #42041 water tanker, #40179
street scenery, and forestry worker with logs &
chainsaw.

57

A vintage boxed Joe Davis table top
snooker table and accessories.

33cm & 23cm tall

For use with knight figures
56

A boxed Petite Super International child's
typewriter.
Estimate £10 - £20

#30652 (x2), and #30653 (x1).

55

A boxed Lego Znap set number 3591.
Missing the battery motor.

A 1960's metal framed pedal Go Kart.
Estimate £45 - £60

54

65

Estimate £20 - £30
71

2 laminated Toy Story 2 posters.

A vintage Sega Mega Drive 16-bit console
complete with leads.

Estimate £10 - £20

Together with 3 official Sega controls and 3
game cartridges.
Estimate £20 - £30
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72

A Sony Playstation 2 console together with
2 wired controls and leads.

85

Invicta Club, size 11

Estimate £10 - £20
73

A Sony Playstation console together with 2
wired controls, leads, headphones and foot
pedal.
Estimate £10 - £20

74

Estimate £10 - £20
86

Estimate £20 - £40
87

Estimate £10 - £20
88

Estimate £10 - £20
88 a

A box of assorted vintage toys and games.
To include books, games, table tennis
accessories and Permac boxed snooker balls.

Estimate £10 - £20
89

A modern Tecnodidattica light up globe.
Total height 39cm approx.
Estimate £10 - £20

78

Estimate £15 - £30
90

Mattel 'Rock 'Em Sock 'Em' fighting robots
game.

Estimate £20 - £40

91

A vintage Tri-ang Baby walker with coloured
wooden bricks, & a vintage 'walker' doll.

Estimate £15 - £40
A boxed Berketex Crazy Train playset
together with A DY Toy Santa moving toy.

Estimate £20 - £40
92

82

93

A collection of assorted c1970-1990's toys &
games.

In original box with instruction book. Not tested

To include Fisher Price Play Desk, Fisher Price
Flip Track Mountain, Land, Sea, and Air Set,
Palitoy Family Tree House, Stickle Bricks and
Super Touch 80 Typewriter.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £20 - £40

A c1970-80's Hanimex TVG-3000 Video
Cartridge TV Game System with 2 games.

A vintage wooden house brick building set
in wooden box.

94

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

3 x c1930-50's boxed games.
Comprising:- 'Morse Tutor' by Fairylite, 'Oh! My
Hat!' by Betal Games, and 'Kappinoddles',
made at the Spear Works Bavaria. Boxed in
England.

A HMV, The Gramophone Co Ltd, Snow
White & the 7 Dwarves record in card sleeve.
Record plays 3 songs: Whistle while you work,
I'm Wishing & One Song.

Some pieces marked 'Foreign'.
83

A c1970's MOBO tin rocker horse.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £5 - £10
81

2 boxed Texas Instruments electronic
teaching games.
'Speak & Spell' and 'Speak & Maths'

Doll un-named, hard plastic body & vinyl head.
80

A boxed vintage Robot Fighter together with
a furry body Kewpie style doll.
Estimate £10 - £20

Boxed.
79

A collection of assorted vintage board
games and annuals.
To include Monopoly, Motor Racing game
(board only), 1956 Lion Annual, and various
cowboy annuals.

Estimate £5 - £10
77

A box of assorted vintage toys.
To include books, wooden soldiers and tin
plate toys.

Estimate £5 - £10
76

A collection of c1930's 'Farmer's Glory'
wooden figures in national costumes.
Originally came with Farmer's Glory cereals.

A collection of 6 boxed c1970-80's board
games.
To include; Trivial Pursuit, A Question of Sport
and Mastermind.

A c1940's 'Welcom' jigsaw book.
Epics of the War Vol.1 with 4 puzzles. Puzzles
not checked for completeness.

Estimate £10 - £20
75

A vintage wooden table croquet set.
In wooden box.

A boxed Saitek R440 Force Feedback TransWorld Racing Steering wheel control and
foot pedal.
Complete with leads. For PC, works with
Windows 98, Me, 2000 and XP.

A pair of vintage roller skate boots.

95

A boxed vintage Spot-On by Tri-ang Arkitex
scale model Construction kit.
Set No. 2, 1/42 scale.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30
84

3 x c1930-50's boxed games.
Comprising:- 'Three Little Kittens' bowling
game by Spears, 'Puppies Wiggly Race' (no
pieces or dice), and 'Tiddlywinks' (no counters).
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:
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96

A rare Subbuteo 'Soccer Market' card
game - c1940-50's.

260

Comprising metal Hornby Dublo 'Shell' tank
wagon, Tri-ang R.123 Horse box, and Tri-ang
R16 Brake van.

Complete with 48 cards plus 3 blanks and
rules. In original orange cellophane slip case.
Slip case in poor condition. Cards in good
condition.
Estimate £50 - £80
97

Estimate £5 - £15
261

2 x c1960's boxed Pepys card games.

Estimate £15 - £30

Books (T)

Estimate £30 - £50

A box of Toy & doll reference books and
magazines.

262

Estimate £10 - £20

A small collection of vintage children's
books including Brer Rabbit & Roy of the
Rovers.
Together with some football magazines.

Estimate £8 - £12
263

20 vintage Twinkle Annuals from 1971 to
1992.

A box of vintage Enid Blyton books.

A suitcase of vintage children's story books
and annuals.

Estimate £50 - £70
267

Enid Blyton's 1st Edition of "The Sea of
Adventure" dated 1948.
With illustrations by Stuart Tresilian. Together
with Mr. Pink-Whistle's Party a Dean & Son Ltd
publication by Enid Blyton.

Estimate £15 - £30
268

A collection of vintage childrens books and
annuals.

Estimate £15 - £30
269

Estimate £20 - £40

Model Railway
A box of approx. 40 lead O gauge railway
figures.

270

Boxed Lima 00 gauge 'The Fife & Forfar
Yeomanry' Class 55 locomotive together
with 3 boxed coaches.
Includes Buffet Restaurant Car.

A boxed OO gauge Hornby R.041 G.W.R.
Loco Pannier Tank.
Together with R.032 Hargreves end tipping
wagon and R.101 coke wagon Bannockburn.
Both boxed.

Estimate £20 - £40
259

A boxed Gutzold V100 train. 1:87 scale.
Repair to top.

Estimate £10 - £20
258

2 boxed OO gauge Hornby Railways R.126
car transporters.
Together with a boxed OO gauge R.633 B.R.
Wagon Freightliners Ltd.

Estimate £10 - £20
40 a

A collection of OO gauge railway items.
To include boxed Hornby R.749 Operating
Crane and 3 Tri-ang Western Railway coaches.

Estimate £10 - £20
40

A box of Hornby O gauge railway tankers,
wagons & accessories.
To include:- a boxed No.2 Double arm signal, 2
boxed buffer stops, signal box, 2 Shell Oil
tankers (different versions), a Manchester Oil
Refinery tanker and McAlpine tipper wagon.

Estimate £8 - £15

To include Jolly Jacks Annual 1936, Blackie's
Girls' Annual and Our Darlings.

2 boxes of assorted 00/HO model railway
buildings.
Estimate £15 - £30

266

To include Noddy books, and hardback &
paperback mystery novels.
39

A box dublo 3 rail track and points.
Estimate £15 - £30

265

Estimate £10 - £20
38

A boxed Hornby "Mighty Mallard" 00 gauge
electric train set R542, No track.
Estimate £50 - £80

264

Estimate £5 - £10
37

2 Boxed Hornby Dublo Passenger Coaches.
Comprising:- D12 Corridor Coach in BR
maroon & cream livery, and D20 Composite
Restaurant Car in Western Region brown &
cream livery.

To include:- Glamour Dolls of the 1950-60's,
Post War Tin Toys, Ramsay's Diecast Price
Guides, Toy Soldier magazines, & Teddy Bear
magazines.

36

A collection of vintage Tri-ang OO gauge
model railway.
Comprising:- Boxed set RS.2 with real steam
'The Princess Royal' locomotive & tender,
boxed R.253 Dock Shunter (red), track,
carriages, trucks, buildings & accessories.

'Penalty' and 'Contraband'.

35

3 OO gauge model railway wagons.

Estimate £15 - £30
271

A boxed Hornby L.M.S. Express Passenger
Duchess of Sutherland train set.

Estimate £30 - £50
Estimate £30 - £50
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272

A quantity of Hornby oo gauge model
railway items.

Corgi
286

To include diesel loco, coaches, power units,
building and scenery.

Unboxed.

Estimate £30 - £50

Dinky
273

Estimate £35 - £50
287

A Dinky Spitfire Mk II WW2 plane.
Unboxed

275

An original box for a French Dinky #898
Tracteur Berliet.

Estimate £20 - £40
288

In good condition, minor scuffs & wear.

Boxed Corgi 342 Lamborghini P400 GT
Miura with fighting bull.

Estimate £20 - £40

Car excellent, box very good (minor tears at top
front corners.

Boxed Dinky 731 Jaguar S.E.P.E.C.A.T. jet.
With 2 ejectable pilots and decal sheet.

Estimate £20 - £40
289

Estimate £30 - £50
276

Estimate £15 - £30
290

Estimate £15 - £30
291

Missing one front wheel. With internal box
display packing, but exterior of box torn and
missing end flaps.
Estimate £15 - £30
278

Boxed Corgi 384 Adams Bros. Probe 16.
Car & box both mint/excellent

Estimate £15 - £30

Boxed Dinky 917 Mercedes-Benz Truck &
Trailer.

Boxed Corgi 316 Ford GT 70.
Car & box both mint/excellent

2 boxed Dinky sports cars.
Comprising:- Jaguar E-Type, & Ferrari Dino
#216 (missing engine cover).

277

Boxed Corgi 158 Lotus-Climax F1 Racing
Car.
Orange & white livery with driver controlled
steering. Car & box mint/excellent.

Estimate £15 - £30
274

A Corgi Ecurie Ecosse racing car
transporter & Cooper-Maserati F1 car.

Boxed Corgi 344 Ferrari 206 Dino Sport.
Car minor chips to wheel arches, box
cellophane window broken.
Estimate £10 - £15

292

Boxed Dinky 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron light
aircraft.

Boxed Corgi 330 Porche Carrera 6.
Car minor scuffs/chips, box excellent/very good.
Estimate £15 - £25

Estimate £30 - £50
279

293

Boxed Dinky 718 Hawker Hurricane Mk Iic

Boxed Corgi 249 Mini-Cooper with De-Luxe
Wickerwork.

With decal sheet.

Car & box both mint/excellent.

Estimate £30 - £50
280

Dinky 290 SRN6 Hovercraft - part boxed
(base, no lid).

Estimate £15 - £30
294

Car excellent apart from impact mark on
windscreen, box good - one end flap detached
(but present).

Estimate £10 - £20
281

Boxed Dinky 103 Spectrum Patrol Car - Capt
Scarlet.
Missing aerial, box unglued, no internal
packing, and missing fold-in part of end flap.

Estimate £10 - £20
295

Estimate £20 - £30
282

Boxed Corgi 345 MGC G.T. Competition
Model.

Boxed Corgi 325 Ford Mustang Competition
Model Fastback 2+2.
Car has some chips, box excellent/very good.

Boxed Dinky 188 Jensen FF.

Estimate £10 - £20
Estimate £20 - £40
283

296

Boxed French Dinky 1426 Alfa Romeo
Carabo Bertone.

Car a few very minor chips and missing bonnet
decal. Box excellent/very good

Estimate £15 - £30
284

285

Estimate £10 - £20

Boxed Dinky 407 Ford Transit Van.
One 'Kenwood' decal unglued (but present),
fold-in part of one end flap missing.

Boxed Corgi 258 The "Saint's" Car Volvo
P.1800.

297

Boxed Corgi 340 - 1967 Monte-Carlo
Sunbeam Imp.

Estimate £25 - £40

Car Excellent , box good (missing one end flap.

2 boxed Dinky sports cars.

Estimate £10 - £20

Comprising:- Ford GT #215, & Aston Martin
#153,
Estimate £25 - £50
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298

Boxed Corgi 303 Roger Clark's 3 Litre V.6.
Ford Capri.

309

Car & box both excellent - box has dents to
cellophane.

97070 The Buses of Silver Service together
with 97072 The Provincial Set Gosport and
Fareham (one bus missing).

Estimate £15 - £30
299

Estimate £10 - £20

Boxed Corgi 311 - 3 Litre V.6. Ford Capri.
Car & box both excellent. Box has name in pen
on one end flap.

310

Estimate £50 - £80

Boxed Corgi 334 Mini-Cooper 'Magnifique'.
Car excellent, box cellophane window broken.

311

Estimate £10 - £20
301

Car & box both excellent. Box has dent in
cellophane and name in pen on one end flap.
302

Boxed Corgi 280 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow.

Estimate £20 - £40

Matchbox
312

H.J. Mulliner Park Ward edition. Car excellent,
box good (broken cellophane and name in pen
on one end flap.

Boxed Corgi 64 Working Conveyor on
Forward Control Jeep F.C.-150.

Estimate £15 - £30
313

Vehicle excellent, no figure or sacks, box good
with interior display packing, but one end flap
detached (but present).
Estimate £30 - £50
304

Boxed Corgi 268 The Green Hornet's 'Black
Beauty' car.
Car and box both mint/excellent. With 4
missiles and 4 flying radar scanners in packet.
Missing paper secret instructions. With interior
display packaging.
Estimate £100 - £150

305

Boxed Corgi 650 Concorde.

306

Estimate £30 - £50
314

Estimate £15 - £30
308

Boxed Matchbox Model of Yesteryear car Y1 - 1911 Model T Ford.
Estimate £5 - £10

317

Boxed Matchbox Model of Yesteryear car Y10 - 1928 Mercedes 36/220.
Estimate £5 - £10

Mixed Diecast
318

A Crescent diecast Connaught 2 litre Grand
Prix Racing Car.
Green #8 unboxed.
Estimate £8 - £15

319

A tray of boxed & unboxed diecast.
To include playworn matchbox (c1970's) and
boxed Models of Yesteryear.

5 x boxed Corgi sports/racing cars.
To include:- Ferrari 250, Ferrari 308/GTS, and
Benneton F1 Racing car

Boxed Matchbox Model of Yesteryear car Y9 - 1912 Simplex.
Estimate £8 - £12

316

Estimate £40 - £60
307

Boxed Matchbox King Size Mercury Cougar
K-21.
Estimate £15 - £30

315

5 x boxed Corgi cars.
Comprising:- 1) #271 Ghia 5000 Mangusta with
De Tomaso Chassis (some chips and broken
cellophane box window), 2) #327 M.G.B. G.T.
(chipped, box good), 3) #338 Chevrolet SS 350
Camaro (missing windscreen, box very good),
4) #343 Pontiac Firebird (windscreen broken,
box very good), & 5) #337 Customized
Chevrolet Corvette Sting Ray (car overpainted,
box very good).

Boxed Matchbox King Size Racing Car
Transporter K-5.
Vehicle & box in mint/excellent condition

Missing rear wheels and front wheel broken off.
Box dented and with minor tears.
Estimate £10 - £20

9 unboxed Matchbox & Corgi
Juniors/Rockets diecast cars.
Comprising 6 x Matchbox (all VGC to EXC), 2 x
Corgi Juniors (both Good), and 1 x Corgi
Rocket (Good).

Estimate £15 - £30
303

A set of 4 boxed Corgi "The Muppet Show"
25 years characters in vehicles.
Comprising: CC06604 Animal, CC06603 Miss
Piggie, CC06602 Fozzie Bear and CC06601
Kermit.

Boxed Corgi 381 G.P. Beach Buggy.

Estimate £15 - £30

A boxed Corgi Magic Roundabout
playground set #853.
In working order.

Estimate £15 - £30
300

2 boxed double sets of Corgi Classic
Commercials buses.

Estimate £10 - £20
320

A box of 13 playworn Dinky & Corgi cars &
vehicles.

A boxed Corgi DC comics Jokermobile
together with a boxed Corgi DC comics
Batmobile.

To include:- Corgi Major Car Transporter, Corgi
James Bond Aston Martin DB5, Corgi Dodge
Kew Fargo, and Dinky Vega Major Luxury
Coach.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £50 - £80
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321

322

A boxed Maisto 1:18 scale Porsche 911 GT1
Le Mans (1998).

1004

Car in mint/excellent condition with paperwork
and display plinth. Box good with minor tears.

Hallmarked to back of pendant, London 1977.
Tigers eye measures approx. 4cm x 3cm.

Estimate £20 - £40

On a 24" chain.

A boxed 1:18 scale Williams Renault FW 18
1996 Grand Prix car.

Estimate £50 - £80
1005

By Paul's Model Art. Car has Damon Hill as
driver, but box has Jacques Villeneuve. Car in
mint/excellent condition, box good (cellophane
window dented).

A box of mixed diecast vehicles.

Size J
Estimate £80 - £120
1006

To include A 1:18 scale McLaren racing car.
Estimate £20 - £40
324

Estimate £10 - £20
1007

3 vintage diecast cars.
Comprising:- Corgi pink Ford Thunderbird, Triang Spot-On Morris 1100, and a Charbens GR
Royal Mail van (missing 1 tyre).
Estimate £10 - £20

326

Estimate £20 - £30
1008

A small quantity of playworn mixed diecast
vehicles.

An 18ct yellow gold diamond ring. Elegant
setting of two round cut diamonds 0.10
carat each.

To include a Dinky car transporter, Dinky
Foden lorries plus Corgi and Matchbox cars.

Size O 1/2.

Estimate £40 - £60
327

A collection of silver, amber & white metal
jewellery.
Comprising:- a 925 silver bracelet in Greek key
design, a pair of 925 silver amber drop
earrings, an unmarked white metal necklace,
and a green amber unmarked white metal
earrings & brooch.

Estimate £15 - £30
325

3 unset semi precious stones. Large deep
coloured citrine, a pale citrine and an
amethyst.
All stones are oval cut with chips and scratches.

A box of approx. 25 Lledo Models of
Yesteryear diecast vans
To include City of London Police horse drawn
van. Boxed.

A 14ct gold diamond trilogy ring. Prong set
round cut diamonds. Hallmarked 585.
Inside of band is inscribed " Martin Sept 90 "
Total weight 2.4 g.

Estimate £10 - £20
323

An oval shaped Tigers Eye pendant set into
9ct gold, mounted on a 9ct gold rope chain.

Estimate £100 - £150
1009

A box of boxed diecast with a few unboxed.

An 18ct gold and platinum diamond set
trilogy ring. Approx. diamond carat .15ct

To include Maisto and Bburago, and an Elm
Cooper racing car

Size L.

Estimate £25 - £40

Sale:

Estimate £80 - £120
1010

09/08/2018

A 9ct yellow gold garnet and white stone
dress ring.
Central round cut garnet surrounded by 8
round cut white stones.

Antiques, Collectables & Interiors

Size L.
Estimate £35 - £50
1011

Jewellery
1001

A large 9ct gold pave set diamond dress
ring.

Approx. diamond carat .10
Size J 1/2

100 + small diamonds. 2 missing. Size N.

Estimate £45 - £60

Total weight 5.1g.
Estimate £80 - £120
1002

1012

A 925 silver bracelet set with blue topaz
stones and mother of pearl.

Estimate £15 - £30

An Italian 9ct gold belcher chain bracelet.

Ring sizes D 1/2 & Q 1/2.

Approx 3.1g total weight.
Estimate £20 - £40

A small collection of costume and silver
jewellery.
Comprising a crystal set pendant on a chain. A
vintage cameo brooch a/f, a pair of crystal drop
earrings, a 9ct gold on silver signet ring and a
silver eternity ring set with 5 graduating CZ
stones.

T bar fixing.
1003

An 18ct gold and diamond illusion set
trilogy ring.

Estimate £15 - £30
1013

A large quantity of costume jewellery
bangles to include plastic, leather and wood.
Together with a black vanity case by Devine.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1014

A 9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp
and safety chain.

1025

Approx. 11.7g

Inside of band stamped 925 ADI India.

Estimate £145 - £180
1015

Ring size P 1/2.

An 18ct gold Art Deco illusion set diamond
solitaire ring.
Illusion detailed shoulders with circular
decoration to sides of central setting. Diamond
approx. 0.10 ct. Total weight approx. 3.6g.

Estimate £15 - £30
1026

Estimate £90 - £120
A 9ct rose gold plated (front & back) circular
locket on a 9ct gold chain.
Total weight 7.3g.

Ring sizes N and M.
Estimate £10 - £20
1027

Estimate £60 - £80
1017

2 x 925 silver stone set teddy bear brooches.

A quantity of 18 assorted Teddy Bear
brooches.

1028

Estimate £10 - £20

A quantity of assorted Teddy Bear brooches
and pin badges.
To include; Bobby Bear Club Daily Herald,
Teddy Tail League Daily Mail, AK Happy
Arkubs News Chronicle.

Estimate £45 - £60
1029

A collection of 7 silver and white metal
stone set and 1 heart locket pendants.

Estimate £20 - £40
1030

1021

Estimate £10 - £20
1031

A vintage Milor of Italy two tone 925 silver
bracelet.

A classic design crystal set pendant on a
925 silver chain.

Estimate £10 - £20
1032

Together with a silver locket on a 22inch silver
chain. Locket set with small central diamond.

A teardrop shape rose quartz pendant on a
silver snake chain.
Together with a clear stone set modern design
pendant and a 925 silver Singapore chain.

Estimate £10 - £20
1033

A vintage white metal shield shaped brooch
with coronet decoration set with semi
precious stones.
Stones to include garnets, moonstone and
citrines.
Estimate £15 - £30

A boxed silver, black onyx and coral Su
Coccu pendant and chain.
Su Coccu is an ancient Sardinian amulet worn
to protect against the Evil Eye. Total weight
approx. 21.8g.

Estimate £10 - £20
1024

A gold plated silver bracelet with the word
SISTER and 2 heart shaped sections.
Together with a white metal bracelet with
circular sections set with marcasite (some
missing) and safety chain.

Estimate £10 - £20
1023

A Truth Silver charm bracelet with 5 Truth
charm beads.
Together with 2 Chamilia beads, and 3 other
pave set beads.

Estimate £10 - £20
1022

A 925 silver chain with white onyx beads.
Chain 30".

Together with a pair of crystal set teardrop
earrings.
Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage open square sterling silver and
blue guilloche enamel brooch.
Blue ribbon style guilloche enamel inlaid with
small silver fleur de lis. Back stamped sterling.

Estimate £10 - £20
1020

A brand new boxed Rosewood jewellery box
with inlay detail to top by Walwood.
Cream suede effect finish to interior with
removeable tray. Metal push catch and bun
feet.

To include stone set, pewter and enamelled.
1019

4 natural stone and pearl set silver
pendants together with a pair of ball drop
amber earrings.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
1018

A small collection of silver jewellery.
A silver dress ring set with a central blue stone
surrounded by clear stone (a/f), a gold on silver
wishbone ring set with garnets, a Tiny Silver
floating heart necklace and a Mum pandora
style drop charm.

Size L
1016

A silver dress ring set with large oval
sapphire surrounded by round and baguette
cut clear stones.

Chain length 35".
Estimate £15 - £30
1034

A boxed silver and black onyx Su Coccu
pendant and chain.
Su Coccu is an ancient Sardinian amulet worn
to protect against the Evil Eye. Total weight
approx. 6.1g.
Chain length 26".
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1035

An 18ct white gold 5 stone princess cut
diamond eternity ring.

1045

With prong set graduating square brilliant
stones. Ring size N.

Square setting with small central diamond and
surrounded by 16 smaller diamonds.

Total weight approx. 4.8g.

SizeP 1/2.

Estimate £180 - £300
1036

1037

1038

3 tubs of mixed costume jewellery, some in
original packaging.

Estimate £15 - £30
1046

Total weight 6.4 g.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage 9ct gold Albert watch chain with T
bar.

1047

Very fine curb chain 18 inches long.

Estimate £400 - £500

Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of 15 pieces of vintage costume
jewellery.

1048

Size P.
Estimate £10 - £20
1049

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
1050

A boxed Family Tree 9ct gold Best daughter
pendant on a 9ct gold 18 inch Singapore
chain.
Small gold oakleaf to chain fixing.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 1.2 g
Estimate £15 - £30

1051

3 silver necklaces.
A Susan name necklace ( chain needs
attention ) a initial S set with clear stones and a
small engraved heart.

Estimate £10 - £20
1044

With COA.

2 boxed Avon 925 silver necklaces.
A November birthstone cross set with yellow
and clear stones and a teardrop shaped
pendant set with a clear stone on a snake
chain.

Estimate £10 - £20
1052

A 9ct gold Best Friend pendant on a very
fine 9ct gold 18 inch belcher chain.
Estimate £10 - £20

1053

A boxed Bradford Exchange " Royal
Inspiration" 925 silver and Diamonesk dress
ring.
A central oval blue stone surrounded by 14
smaller round clear stones. The ring is a replica
of Princess Diana/ Kate Middleton's
engagement ring.

A boxed Camrose & Kross replica of a
bracelet worn by Jacqueline Bouvier
Kennedy.
Bracelet is set with multi coloured oval stones
each surrounded by small clear stone. With
extension.

Estimate £10 - £20
1043

4 boxed costume jewellery necklaces.
Comprising A green and clear stone set twist
pendant on chain by Giani, A square amethyst
and clear stone pendant on chain by Giani, a
purple an lilac simulant diamond necklace by
Tru Diamonds with COA and a enamelled and
stone set butterfly pendant on a silver tone
chain by Lizzie Lee.

Estimate £15 - £30

1042

A collection of costume jewellery bracelets.
To include Pierre Cardin, Buckingham and The
Bradford Exchange.

A small collection of silver jewellery items.
Comprising: Octagonal locket on a silver chain,
2 small heart shaped lockets, and a tiepin with
butterfly wing cabochon. Total approx. weight
21.6g.

An unusual design 925 silver dress ring set
with onyx and marcasites.
Flower decoration to top and marcasite set
shoulders.

A hallmarked silver bangle.
London 1965, approx. weight 36.6g

1041

A 925 silver necklace set with turquoise
stone.

50cm (19¾ in) long. Approx. 34.8g.

Estimate £15 - £30

1040

A boxed silver St Christopher medallion on
a 18 inch fine belcher chain.

To include earrings, necklaces and bracelets.

To include marcasite.
1039

A boxed 925 silver and diamond dress ring
from The Eternal Collection.

A collection of boxed and unboxed costume
jewellery.
To include bracelets, necklaces and rings.
Estimate £10 - £20

1054

A collection of boxed and unboxed costume
jewellery.

Size O 1/2.

To include bracelets, necklaces, stone set rings
and brooches.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
1055

A collection of modern costume jewellery.
To include necklace and earring sets,
Necklaces, rings and bracelets.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1056

A collection of silver tone Oriflame jewellery
with original boxes and packaging.

1067

Comprising infinity style clear stone set
bracelet, 2 necklaces, a clear stone set flower
ring and a set of bangles.
Estimate £10 - £20
1057

Chain 18 inches .
Estimate £10 - £20
1068

Estimate £15 - £30
1069

A collection of silver and gold tone costume
jewellery by Oriflame in original boxes and
packaging.
Comprising stone set matching necklace and
bracelet, 2 rings, a faux pear and stone set
bracelet and a butterfly brooch.

3 boxed 925 silver necklaces.
A circular 21, an engraved oval locket and a
initial A.

Estimate £15 - £30
1058

3 boxed 925 silver necklaces.
A dolphin on a blue agate ball, A floral oval
locket and an initial S. All on 18 inch chains.

A collection of Oriflame costume jewellery
with original packaging.
Comprising a bracelet and necklace set with
leaf decoration, 2 rings, faux pearl and stone
bracelet set and 2 goldtone bracelets.

A 9ct gold Special Sister pendant on a 9ct
gold very fine belcher chain.

Estimate £15 - £30

Watches
1070

A ladies Guess watch.
Appears unused with film over glass. White &
stainless steel double link strap. Not working,
may just need battery. Unboxed.

Estimate £10 - £20
1059

A collection of Oriflame costume jewellery
with original packaging.

Estimate £8 - £12
1071

Comprising a heart shaped pendant on chain
set with clear stone, a ring, a pink and gold
tone bracelet, a gold tone necklace set with red
stones and a small collection of pin badges.
Estimate £10 - £20
1060

In working order.
Estimate £50 - £80
1072

Approx. 35 boxed and packaged items of
Avon costume jewellery.

1061

1062

Estimate £30 - £50
1073

Approx. 35 boxed and packaged items of
Avon costume jewellery.
To include a butterfly watch, necklaces,
bracelets and earrings.

1074

Estimate £20 - £40

A boxed 18ct gold plated ladies watch by
Christ with black face and gold tone hands.

Approx. 35 boxed and packaged items of
Avon costume jewellery.

Sapphire crystal and water resistant with black
leather strap.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £25 - £40
1075

A brand new boxed red wood jewellery box
by Walwood.
Cream velveteen lining with ring
compartments. Complete with key.

Estimate £5 - £8
1077

Approx. 1.6g total weight.
Estimate £15 - £30
1065

1066

3 gold tone quartz miniature novelty shaped
desk clocks.
Together with a DV ladies stone set wrist
watch. All in working order.

A 9ct gold St Christopher pendant and
chain.
Chain length 18 inches.

A Valencia C.F. Spanish football club
wristwatch. In working order.
Quartz movement with stainless steel case and
strap. Valencia club badge on face.

A 9ct gold cross pendant on a 9ct gold very
fine belcher chain.
Decoration to front of cross.

A vintage 9ct gold cased gents wristwatch
with Fixoflex patterned rolled gold strap.
Estimate £80 - £120

1076

Estimate £35 - £50
1064

A blue dial leather strap Swatch watch
together with a 2002 Irony stainless steel
Swatch watch.
Estimate £12 - £25

To include necklaces, bracelets and rings.
1063

A vintage MuDu gents doublematic 25
jewels 10ct gold plated wristwatch.
Wear to plating on strap

To include necklaces, bracelets and rings.
Estimate £20 - £40

A ladies vintage Mardon 9ct gold case
cocktail wristwatch with Champion flex
gold plated strap.

Estimate £15 - £30
1078

Estimate £10 - £20

6 ladies wrist watches, 2 with expanding
bracelet straps.

A 9ct gold coffee bean pendant and chain.

To include Next, Sekonda and Prince.

Fine belcher chain 18 inches long.

Estimate £8 - £15

Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1079

A woman's Seksy Seconda wristwatch with
silvertone circle design strap.

1090

Crystalmarkers for hours of 12,3,6 and 9.
Seconds hand. In working order.
Estimate £10 - £20
1080

On black crocodile effect leather strap.
Estimate £10 - £20
1091

A mens classic design Casio wristwatch
with anolog and digital time display.
Square face with goldtone stainless steel strap.

1082

A collection of ldies watches together with a
bag of vintage coins .

Watch face diameter approx. 2cm.
Estimate £100 - £150

Watches to include Daniel Hechter and Jane
Shilton.

Silver & Silver Plate

Estimate £10 - £20

1092

A boxed chronograph watch by Seconda
with silicone strap.

A mens Bentina Star wristwatch with
expandable strap together with 3 ladies
gone tone wristwatches.

Sugar bowl weight approx. 205.2g, milk jug
weight approx. 202.4g.
Estimate £70 - £90

Ladies watched to include Seconda. W
1084

1094

A mens vintage Fond Acier Inoxydable
mens wristwatch with Bonklip strap.

A mens Gianni Sabatini automatic
wristwatch with stainless steel strap.

Estimate £15 - £20
1095

Approx. 444g.

Estimate £10 - £20

A mens Slazenger chronograph watch with
blue dial, seconds hand and stainless steel
strap.

Estimate £90 - £150
1096

Approx. 240g.

Estimate £15 - £30
A men Accurist wristwatch with black
leather strap.

Estimate £50 - £80
1097

Water resistant to 100M. Luminescent hands
and number markers, seconds hand and date
function. Working order.

A mens Accurist Pro Timer Chronograph
watch with two tone stainless steel strap
and black dial.

Estimate £10 - £20
1098

Approx. 6cm wide x 4.5cm deep x 3.5cm tall.

Estimate £20 - £40

An Ingersoll Triumph chrome cased pocket
watch in need of repair.

A Links of London silver pin dish holder
with duck decoration and blue glass liner.
Fully hallmarked. Total weight without liner
approx. 54.4g.

Seconds dial, water resistant to 10 ATM,
luminescent hands and date function.
1089

A Harrods silver plated four footed "Silent
Butler" with wooden handle and engraved
detail to lid.
Approx. 10cm x 7cm without handle.

Estimate £15 - £30
1088

5 large 13 loth ( 812 ) German silver large
fruit spoons.
Together with a 13th loth German silver
dessert spoon.

Together with a mens Accurist wristwatch with
date function and stainless steel strap.
1087

A collection of German 800 silver forks
dessert and table spoons.
Some with monogrammed handles.

With blue dial, seconds hand and date function.
1086

2 vintage silver plated toast racks together
with cigarette case.
Toast racks marked MOD.

Estimate £10 - £20
1085

A hallmarked silver 2 handled sugar bowl
with matching milk jug.
Sugar bowl hallmarked Birmingham 1938, Milk
jug hallmarked Chester 1940. Makers mark S.
Blanckensee & Son Ltd.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30

NO LOT
Estimate £ - £

1093

Seconds hand, Luminescent hour and minutes
hands and date function.
1083

A 1960's 9ct gold cased ladies Omega 17
Jewels wristwatch with original black
leather strap.
Champagne coloured face, numbered raised
batons, fully hallmarked. Numbered inside case
5115002.

Estimate £10 - £20
1081

A vintage boxed Salvador Dali "Melting
watch" Softwatch by Exaequo.

Estimate £15 - £30
1099

A small silver bud vase with fluted top.
Hallmarked Birmingham 1971.

Together with a vintage silver cased pocket
watch also in need of repair.

Filled base. Approx 13cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £20 - £40

Sale Day:

09/08/2018

Total weight 62.8 g.
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1100

A small silver bud vase hallmarked
Birmingham 1986.

1112

Comprising an egg cup and spoon set on
display stand, a lidded salt and spoon with
Celtic decoration, salt and pepper and jug with
floral pattern.

Total height 10.5 cm.
Total weight 32g approx.
Estimate £15 - £30
1101

A silver pill boxed shaped like a wrapped
sweet. Hallmarked London 1993.

Estimate £10 - £20
1113

Total weight 13.7g.
Estimate £10 - £20

A oval shaped silver trinket box on 4 small
cabriole style feet. Inside lined with pink
satin.

Estimate £10 - £20
1114

Approx. 60cm wide.
Estimate £10 - £20
1115

Estimate £20 - £40
1103

Estimate £10 - £20
1116

Total weight 56.6g approx.

A silver fruit knife with mother of pearl
handle with empty cartouche.

Approx. 11cm diameter.
Estimate £40 - £60

Hallmarked Sheffield 1928.
1105

Estimate £15 - £30

Coins

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle and engraved cartouche.

1117

Cartouche reads Sheffield July 1921. Hall
marked Sheffield 1921.

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle and empty cartouche.
Hallmarked Sheffield 1922.

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle.

1109

Estimate £30 - £50
1121

Estimate £10 - £20

2 x 1999 Princess Diana Memorial £5 coins
together with a Prince William - Catherine
£5 coin cover.

A Sorrento inlaid musical cutlery table,
containing a 77 piece silver plated canteen
of cutlery.

One princess Diana coin is plated in 24ct gold.
Prince William & Catherine Middleton
engagement £5 coin cover is from Alderney.

Cutlery made by Osborne. A1 plate
Estimate £50 - £80
1110

A collection of approx. 46 Royal
commemorative coins.
The majority plated in 24ct gold. All in perspex
cases, together with some collectors wooden
coin boxes.

Estimate £15 - £30
A Silea Silver plated and glass duck shaped
claret jug.

An 1889 Victorian silver crown.
Estimate £20 - £30

1120

Empty shield-shaped cartouche. Hallmarked
Birmingham 1910
1108

An 1892 Victoria old head Sovereign.
Melbourne Mint. George & Dragon
Estimate £220 - £250

1119

Estimate £15 - £30
1107

3 Diana & Charles 29 July 1981
commemorative medallions.
Estimate £8 - £12

1118

Estimate £15 - £30
1106

A boxed solid silver commemorative
'Armada' dish.
Hallmarked London 1988. Weight approx.
91.7g. Made by Searle & Co. Boxed with
information leaflet.

Estimate £20 - £40
1104

A quantity of silver plate items .
To include trays, mustard pot with spoon and
tea strainer.

A boxed set of silver salts and salt and
matching spoons.
Decoration to body of salts. Salts and spoons
all hallmarked Birmingham 1908.

A large silver plate serving tray.
Stamped for Atkins Brothers, Sheffield.

Wooden covered base. Hallmarked Chester
1924.
Total weight 66g.

A small quantity of silver plate items.
Comprising a tea tray, matching teapot, sugar
bowl and milk jug, matching lidded pot and jug
and matching sugar bowl and creamer.

Total length 6cm approx.

1102

A quantity of silver plate items.

A wooden cased canteen of silver plated
cutlery.

Estimate £10 - £20
1122

A cased Transport & General Worker's
Union (TGWU) limited edition
commemorative medal.
Silver plated 1989 centenary issue.

Estimate £15 - £30
1111

A baby's silver christening bangle, together
with a silver mustard spoon.

Estimate £8 - £15

Pens & Pencils

Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1123

2 vintage writing boxes and contents.

1135

Include dip pens & fountain pens. Together
with ink well on wooden base.
Estimate £20 - £40

Together with 2 pair of pewter pheasants.
Estimate £15 - £30
1136

Metalware
1124

Estimate £15 - £30
1137

Estimate £10 - £20
1138

Approx. 70cm wide x 47cm tall.

A cloisonné lidded round trinket pot.

Estimate £15 - £30

6cm diameter.
Estimate £10 - £20

1139

A pair of antique signed painted spelter
classic figurines of a bot and girl.
" Fruit Defendu" girl holding apples and "
Chasse Interdite" boy holding a bow and
basket. Signed by Ernst Rancoulet.

Estimate £10 - £20

Militaria

1141

Possibly made for Liberty & Co after an
Archibald Knox design.
Estimate £50 - £70
An Arts & Crafts circular copper shallow
dish with decorated rim and scalloped edge.

Estimate £15 - £30
1142

Approx. 28cm diameter.
A large, heavy brass lidded cauldron with
handle and lid.

Length when fully extended approx. 85cm.

Lid marked "Oriel Coll Oxford VR".

1131

Estimate £20 - £40

Approx. 36cm tall and 36cm diameter.

Clocks & Barometers

Estimate £70 - £90

1143

A signed bronze figurine of Diana the
Huntress by Cesaro.

Approx. 36.5cm tall.

Approx. 32cm tall.
Estimate £60 - £80

1133

Estimate £100 - £150
1144

A small collection of metal animal figurines.
To include Brass bear mounted on marble
base, pewter sewing accessory stand and
bronze ducklings and bear cub.

A vintage enamelled face desk clock in
ornate metal mount.
Estimate £10 - £20

1145

A dark oak surround vintage wall barometer.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 22cm dia.

A boxed Past Times pewter Teddy Bear salt
& pepper cruet.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 4.75cm tall.

Ceramics
1146

Estimate £10 - £20
1134

A Dent, London heavy Onyx mantel clock
with pendulum and key.
With presentation plaque

Mounted on circular marble base.

1132

A British military WWI brass 3 drawer
telescope by R & J Beck Ltd, London.
Marked with war dept arrow and dated 1917.
Model TEL. SIG (Mk IV) also G.S. Number
7402.

Estimate £30 - £50
1130

A copy of Infantry Training 1914 belonging
to S Ralli. Togteher with personal note
books.
To include notes taken by Lieutenant S Ralli,
Royal Hussars at The Army Education School,
Newmarket January 1920.

Approx. 35cm x 26cm.
1129

A trench art bullet lighter / keyring.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £100 - £150
An Arts & Crafts Tudric oval tray in pewter,
marked to underside and numbered 0551.

A bronze Lustre finish Nestor cast iron
Knight companion set. # 879074.
Approx 47 cm tall.

1140

Approx. 54cm.
1128

A quantity of brass ware.
Comprising 2 large trays, 2 swans, a crumb
tray and brush, 2 coin trays, 2 pairs of candle
sticks and a lidded box.

Estimate £10 - £20

1127

A large brass eagle desk ornament.
47 cm (18½ inches) wingspan

A vintage 2 handled tin trunk.
Catch in need of attention.

1126

2 brass hand bells marked Fiddian.
Vendor advises used on a bakers round.

A vintage brass car horn together with a
copper and brass hunting horn.
Estimate £20 - £30

1125

A pair of metal urns on marble bases.

An early 20th century brass Eclipse No 1
Sprayer with attachments.
With wooden handle and rubber pipe.

NO LOT
Estimate £ - £

1147

NO LOT
Estimate £ - £

Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1148

A small collection of blue and white ceramic
items.
Comprising: Ringtons Ltd square shaped
teapot circa 1929, George Jones "Abbey"
design shredded wheat dish, Willow pattern
warming plate (a/f), and 6 Enoch Wedgwood
Tunstall dishes; Huntsman, Game Keeper,
Soldier, Pedlar, Farmer & Sailor.
Estimate £10 - £20

1149

9 ceramic blue and white willow pattern
meat platters / serving dishes of various
sizes.

1158

To include vintage egg cups, money banks
and crested china.
Estimate £10 - £20
1159

Estimate £10 - £20
1160

Estimate £10 - £20

1151

1161

A collection of blue and white willow pattern
ceramics to include Wedgwood and Maling.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
1162

NO LOT

A Royal Dux figurine of a lady in a blue
dress with a spotted handkerchief.

Estimate £10 - £20
1163

Antique Wedgwood part dinner service with
flo-blue design.

Estimate £15 - £30
1164

Estimate £15 - £30

A quantity of 20 ceramic lidded trinket pots.
To include; Wedgwood "Rambling Ted",
Buckingham Palace souvenir pots and hand
painted pots.

1165

4 Royal Crown Derby ceramic Teddy Bear
figurines.
Comprising; Sottish Teddy - Fraser (with silver
stopper) and cook, gardener and builder (with
stoppers missing).
Estimate £15 - £30

1156

Estimate £15 - £30
1166

1157

3 Royal Doulton Winnie the Pooh ceramic
items.
Comprising; a spherical christening money
box, "Winnie the Pooh in the Armchair" figurine
WP4 and "Pooh's Blue Balloon" money box
WP16.
Estimate £20 - £30

Sale Day:

09/08/2018

A collection of retro wade ceramics.
To include pieces of Ballerina, Zulu and Disney
Fantasia designs.
Estimate £15 - £30

1168

A box of Wade brewery related ceramics.
To include decanters, ashtrays and, pourers.

Approx. 8cm diameter x 6.5cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

A small collection of black, white and gilt
wade ceramic vases and a jug.
Estimate £10 - £20

1167

A MacIntyre, Burslem ceramic Boer War era
match striker.
With "A Gentleman in Khaki" by R.Caton
Woodville, 1899, on one side and The Absentminded Beggar by Rudyard Kipling on the
other.

A small collection of ceramic animal
figurines.
To include Lomonosov seal, Beswick
Stonechat , Sylvac Pekinese and a wade pig
pepper pot.

Estimate £10 - £20
1155

A box of mixed wade ceramics.
To include pin dishes, small vases and cruet
set.

Estimate £30 - £40
1154

A boxed of mixed wade ceramics.
To include a quantity of "Bramble design ",
Natwest Maxwell money box and whimsical
teapot form the Feline collection.

Estimate £15 - £30

Consists of 2 tureens, meat platters, 36 plates
in 3 different sizes.

A box of assorted ceramics.
To include a Szeiler tortoise money box, Wade
budgie water jug and a milk glass chicken.

Together with 2 other ceramic figurines.
1153

A large ceramic vase with green glaze and
metal rim to top and bottom.
Approx. 40cm tall.

Estimate £0 - £0
1152

A delft ceramic bon bon dish with ornate
silver handle.
Together with a Buchan Portabello Scotland
jug. Silver has continental hallmarks.

Largest approx. 45cm x 36cm.
1150

A box of assorted large ceramic items.
To include planters, coasters and ornaments.

To include H.A & Co. Some a/f.
Estimate £10 - £20

A box of assorted ceramics.

Estimate £10 - £20
1169

A box of mixed wade ceramics.
To include a turtle trinket pot, tortoise ashtrays
and Viking boats.
Estimate £10 - £20

1170

A collection of Wade ceramics to include a
set of 6 boxed Bear Ambitions.
Estimate £10 - £20
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1171

A box of assorted ceramics to include
Booth's "Dragon" pattern plates,
Staffordshire fireside dog,

1181

Watcombe pottery bowl and Wood & sons
"Yuan" pattern plates.

A Key Kollectables "Happy Birthday
Fred"Homepride figure with CoA together with
a 2005 International Collectors Club piece
"Shetland Pony".

Estimate £10 - £20
1172

A Victorian Copeland hand painted & signed
charger 'Haunt of the Heron' by William Yate.
Signed by William Yate (worked Copeland
1869 to 1883). Impressed Copeland mark,
painted title & No.689 to back.

Fred approx. 9.5cm tall.
Estimate £20 - £30
1182

Estimate £40 - £80

Big Ears approx. 14cm tall.

A box of assorted vintage ceramics.
To include Wedgwood "Wild Strawberry" and
"Kutani Crane", a black basalt lidded pot, Royal
Worcester "York Minster" plate and Copeland
Spode bird plate.

Estimate £25 - £40
1183

A box of ceramic and resin bird and animal
figures.

Pa Straw approx. 14cm tall.

To include Szeiler and Border Fine Arts.
Estimate £10 - £20
1175

Estimate £50 - £70
1184

A quantity of blue and white tea and dinner
ware by Wood & Sons in " Yuan " pattern.
Comprising 4 x 10 inch dinners plates, 3 x 9
inch dinner plates, 8 x 8 inch plates, 6 x 10 inch
bowls, 6 x 9 inch bowls, 7 x 6.5 inch bowls, 7
cups and saucers, oval serving plate and a jug.
Some pieces a/f.

Yogi Bear approx. 13cm tall.
Estimate £25 - £40
1185

Olive Oyl approx. 14cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

A Capodimonte bird of prey.

Estimate £60 - £80
1186

marked to bottom " Made For House of
Heritage ".

1178

Comprising; Coco, Snap, Crackle and Pop.
Complete with 2 boxes.

Estimate £10 - £20

All approx. 10.5cm tall.

A Susie Cooper 'Printemps' dinner service.

Estimate £50 - £70
1187

A set of 4 Wade Official International
Collectors Club 1996 figures.
Goldilocks, Baby Bear, Mummy Bear and
Daddy Bear. Complete with 2 boxes.

Estimate £50 - £80

Daddy Bear approx. 10.5cm.

A Carlton Ware green & gilt part coffee set.

Estimate £40 - £50

Comprising:- Coffee pot, sugar bowl, milk jug, 5
coffee cups & 6 saucers
Estimate £20 - £40
1180

4 Limited Edition Wade Collectors Club
figures from 2004 with CoA.

Approx. 32cm tall.

Comprising:- 2 Tureens, 2 oval meat plates, 6 x
10" dinner plates, 6 x 8" plates, 1 x 8" cake
plate, 6 x 9" soup bowls, 6 x 8" dessert bowls,
and a sauce boat.
1179

A set of 4 Limited Edition Wade ceramics
Popeye figurines, numbered 738/2000.
Comprising; Popeye, Olive Oyl with Swee'
Pea, Brutus and Wimpy. (CoA present for all
but Wimpy).

A large West German Fat Lava style vase #
517 45
Approx. 48cm tall.

1177

2 boxed Limited Edition Wade, G & G
Collectables, Yogi Bear ceramic figurines.
Yogi Bear and Boo Boo, both numbered
609/1500, with CoA.

Estimate £15 - £30
1176

4 boxed Limited Edition Wade, Key
Kollectables Scarecrow family ceramic
figurines.
Comprising; Pa Straw, Ma Straw, Teen Straw
and Baby Straw, all numbered 472/2000, with
CoA's.

Estimate £10 - £20
1174

2 Limited Edition Wade ceramic Enid Blyton
figurines of Noddy and Big Ears.
Boxed and with CoA. Both numbered
497/1500.

37cm (14½ inches) diameter.
1173

2 Limited Edition Wade ceramic collectable
figures together with Official Wade club
magazines.

A set of 6 Limited Edition Wade, UKI
ceramics "The Flintstones" figurines, with
CoA and 4 boxes.

1188

2 boxed collectable Camtrak's Childhood
Favourites by Wade figures of Rupert Bear.
No 2 Rupert together with No 4 Rupert and the
Snowman.
Rupert approx. 13cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £40

Comprising; Fred #955/1500, Wilma
#955/1500, Barney #955/1500, Betty
#955/1500, Bamm-Bamm #955/1000 &
Pebbles #955/1000.
Fred approx. 12.5cm tall.
Estimate £80 - £120

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1189

3 boxed Wade Limited Edition collectable
ceramic figures with CoA's.

1200

Betty Boop #194/2000, Paddington from
Camtrak Childhood Favourites #669/2000 and
Mr. Magoo #276/1000.

"Stained Glass marks & monograms" by Joyce
Little; Heraldry, Sources, Symbols & Meaning
by Ottfried Neubecker

Tallest approx. 10cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £40
1190

Estimate £10 - £20
1201

A set of 6 boxed Royal Doulton ceramic
Walt Disney Showcase collection princess
figurines.
Comprising: Cinderella DP1, Sleeping Beauty
DP2, Belle DP3, Ariel DP4, Snow White DP5
and Jasmine DP6.

Estimate £10 - £20
1202

Glass

Estimate £10 - £20
A quantity of assorted glassware items.

1203

To include; Goebels & Nachtmann animal
figurines, Wedgwood duck, Stuart Crystal book
shaped paperweight and Swarovski circular
lidded trinket pot with heart shaped charm.

A box of assorted large glass ware items to
include bowls and vases.

Estimate £10 - £20
1204

Estimate £10 - £20
A set of 6 vintage Babycham glasses.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx 30.5 cm tall.

1206

Estimate £25 - £40
The Times of India Annual 1937 - 7 loose
leaf prints with other colour prints from the
publication.

Estimate £10 - £20
1207

Damage to 2 fingers on one hand. Hole
present in left foot, mount / plinth missing.

Estimate £10 - £20
1208

A 19th century Chinese bronze oval dish.
With pie crust edge and makers mark to base.

Estimate £10 - £20
1209

Estimate £25 - £40
A 19th century Chinese Shang Hing Swatow
Pewter tea set.
Comprising:- tea pot, sugar bowl, milk jug, &
tray
Estimate £80 - £120
1199

A collection of 10 x late 19th/early 20th
century Japanese Satsuma vases.

2 books on English painted enamels.
English Enamel Boxes by Susan Benjamin and
English Painted Enamels by Therle and
Barnard Hughes.

Approx. 22 x 16cm x 7cm deep.
1198

3 books on china half dolls.
To include "Naughties, Nudies & Bathing
Beauties".

Estimate £50 - £70
1197

3 books on repairing porcelain & ceramics.
To include Practical Ceramic Conservation By
Lesley Acton and Natasha Smith.

Estimate £10 - £20
A bronze figurine of a robed oriental
gentleman.

A small collection of reference books on
Delftware ceramics.
To include English Delftware and English
Defltware Tiles both by Anthony Ray.

Oriental, Antiquities & Tribal

1196

A collection of reference books on Doulton
ceramics.
Comprising Doulton figurines, Doulton Animals
Doulton Bunnykins and The Doulton Story.

A boxed Larsen & Co Cognac 'Invincible'
Viking ship glass decanter.
Gilt highlights.

1195

A book entitled Derby Porcelain" by F
Brayshaw Gilhespy.
Estimate £10 - £20

1205

Estimate £10 - £20
1194

A collection of reference books on glass.
To include English Bottle & Decanters, Colours
Glass by Davis & Middlemas, Investing In
Georgian Glass and The Collector's Dictionary
of Glass.

Estimate £10 - £20

1193

A small collection of books on glass.
To include Millers Guide to Collecting Glass
and The Art of Louis Comfort Tiffany by Tessa
Paul.

Estimate £100 - £150

1192

2 books on glass paperweights.
Comprising Caithness Paperweights and The
Encyclopaedia Of The Glass Paperweights by
Paul Hollister.

Tallest approx. 20cm tall.

1191

2 reference books on stained glass &
heraldry

Estimate £10 - £20
1210

A collection of reference books on silver &
other metals.
To include Jackson's Hallmarks, All About
Horse Brasses by H.S. Richards and Millers
Guide to Collecting Silver.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £70 - £90

Books
Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1211

2 books on golf.

1225

Collecting Antique Golf Clubs by P Georgiady,
and Olman's Guide to Golf antiques

Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Animals And
Figurines and The Charlton Standard
Catalogue of Hagen-Renaker 2nd Edition.

Estimate £10 - £20
1212

4 volumes (complete) of "A History of
English Furniture" 1500 1820.

Estimate £10 - £20
1226

By Percy Macquoid.

A collection of reference books on furniture.

1227

To include "Regency Furniture Designs 18031826" by John Harris.

A book entitled "Wedgwood" by Wolf
Mankowitz

Estimate £10 - £20
1228

A small collection of reference books on
figurines.
To include Hummel, Royal Doulton & Beswick.

Estimate £10 - £20
1229

Estimate £10 - £20
1216

Estimate £10 - £20
1230

Estimate £10 - £20
1217

The Price Guide to the Models of W.H.Goss
and The 1985 Price Guide to Crested China.
1218

Estimate £10 - £20
1231

3 books on figurines.

Estimate £10 - £20

A small collection of books on Coalport &
Beswick.

Estimate £10 - £20
1232

Estimate £10 - £20
A small collection of reference books on
china

Estimate £10 - £20
1233

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
A book entitled "Collecting Toby Jugs" by
Vic Schuler

1234

3 books on stamp collecting.
"Let's Collect Stamp" pamphlet, Repairs of the
1841 One Penny Plates and Maltese Cross
Cancellations of the UK.

Estimate £10 - £20
1235

A book entitled "English Pottery 1650-1800."
The Henry H Weldon collection.
Estimate £40 - £60

1224

3 books on Moorcroft pottery.
To include Moorcroft Guide 1897-1993 (revised
ed.) by Paul Atterbury.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

09/08/2018

4 vintage books on porcelain.
To include "The Concise Encyclopaedia of
English Pottery & Porcelain" by Wolf
Mankewitz & R G Haggar.

Estimate £10 - £20
1223

A collection of dictionaries & reference
books on ceramics.
To include "Chaffers' Concise Marks &
Monograms."

Estimate £10 - £20
1222

A small collection of books on cards.
To include cigarette, trade and postcards.

To include Wade, Shelley & Carlton ware.
1221

A collection of reference books on ceramics.
To include British Tea & Coffee cups 17451940 , The Bradford Book Of Collector's Plates
and Welsh pottery by Lynne Bebb.

To include Coalport Collectables and The
Beswick Price Guide.
1220

A collection of reference books on a variety
of antiques & collectables.
To include thimbles, boxes & lighting. Together
with a number of antique sales catalogues.

To include Royal Worcester & Border Fine Arts.
1219

A small collection of books on Chinese
porcelain.
To include Treasures of China by Michael
Ridley and Oriental Blue & White by Sir Harry
Garner.

2 books on crested china.

Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of antiques guides &
encyclopaedias.
To include Miller's

3 books on Staffordshire pottery.
To include A-Z of Staffordshire dogs and
Staffordshire Portrait Figures.

2 books on Meissen porcelain.
Meissen Porcelain by Otto Walcha and
Meissen Portrait Figures by Len and Yvonne
Adams.

Estimate £10 - £20
1215

A collection of books on blue & white
ceramics.
To include "Old Spode" by T G Cannon.

Estimate £10 - £20
1214

A reference book on Pot-lids by K V
Mortimer.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
1213

2 reference books on ceramics.

Estimate £10 - £20
1236

A collection of books on pottery & porcelain.
To include Medieval English Pottery by Bernard
Rackman, Godden's New Guide To English
Porcelain and 18th Century Porcelain by
George Savage.
Estimate £10 - £20
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1237

A book entitled "European Pottery of the
18th Century."

1248

By P W Meister & H Reber

Comprising British Birds, British Bird's Eggs,
British Wild Flowers, Horses & Ponies, Larger
British Moths, Pond life, British Wild Animals,
Dogs, British Insects, Freshwater Fishes and
Tress and Shrubs.

Estimate £15 - £30
1238

A small collection of books on clocks &
watches.
To include English Watches by Victoria &
Albert Museum and Watchmakers &
clockmakers of The World by G.H. Baillie.

Estimate £15 - £30
1249

2 books on American art.
Artists Of The American West by Castle books
and American Art: 1750-1800 Towards
Independence.

Estimate £15 - £30
1250

Estimate £10 - £20
1240

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
1251

A small collection of books on illustrators &
prints.
2 copies of The Illustrators, comprising 18001999 and 1800-1997 together with British
Prints Directory and Price Guide.

Estimate £10 - £20
1252

Estimate £10 - £20
1253

Estimate £10 - £20
1243

1244

Estimate £10 - £20
1254

Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of books on birds across the
world.

3 reference books about ceramic character
jugs together with a book about Thimbles &
thimble cases.

To include The EBCC Atlas of European
Breeding Birds and Birds of the Indian
Subcontinent.

Comprising; Royal Doulton Character & Toby
Jugs by Desmond Eyles, The Charlton
Standard Catalogue of Royal Doulton Beswick
jugs 5th edition and The character jug
collectors handbook by Kevin Pearson.

Estimate £15 - £30
1255

A box of assorted books to include Railway
and model making and observer books.

Estimate £10 - £20
1256

Estimate £10 - £15
A set of 9 volumes of Handbook of the Birds
of Europe the Middle East and North Africa.
Published by Oxford University Press.
Estimate £50 - £80
1247

A collection of mixed bird books.
To include A Guide to the Pheasants of the
World, Carving Realistic Birds and Where To
Watch Birds.

Some in as new condition.
1246

A collection of 10 hardback books on birds.
To include The life of birds by David
Attenborough and Bird Behaviour by Robert
Burton.

Estimate £10 - £20
1245

A collection of books on British birds.
To include The Norfolk Bird Atlas by Geoffrey
Kelly.

The Complete Guide to MG Collectibles
hardback book by Michael Ellman-Brown.
Includes details of diecast & toy MG cars.

A collection of 15 books on aviary birds.
To include Guide to Lovebirds and Parrotlets
by E.N.T. Vane, Pan book of Cage Birds and A
Complete Guide to Canaries by Al David.

A small collection of books on militaria.
To include medals, armour & firearms, Military
Badge Collecting and Bristish Orders,
Decorations and Medals.

A collection of books on ducks, geese and
wildfowl.
To include A Book of Ducks by Phyllis Barclay
Smith.

Estimate £10 - £20
1242

A collection of books on butterflies, wildlife
and nature.
To include The Nature Of Britain by Alan
Titchmarsh and The Wonderful World of
Butterflies and Moths published by Hamlyn.

2 books on portrait miniatures.
Tudor & Jacobean Miniatures by Victoria &
Albert Museum and British Portrait Miniatures
by Daphne Foskett.

1241

A collection of 22 vintage books on birds.
To include Rare & Extinct bird of Britain by
Ralph Whitlock, How to study birds by Stuart
Smith and A Year With Birds by W. Warde
Fowler.

Estimate £10 - £20
1239

11 vintage Observer books on wildlife, wild
flowers and animals.

Estimate £10 - £20

Ephemera
1257

A 1993 'Return to the Forbidden Planet'
theatre poster.

A set of 5 volumes of The Handbook Of
British Birds.

For the 1-6th Nov 1993 production at Norwich
Theatre Royal. Framed & glazed.

Together with series 1,2 & 3 of The birds Of
The British Isles.

Poster size 38 x 25cm.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1258

A collection of antique & modern British &
World stamps.

1268

To include 36 Victorian penny reds, military,
space exploration and football themed, first day
covers, and 3 old stamp catalogues.
Estimate £80 - £120
1259

Both boxed.
Estimate £30 - £50
1269

Estimate £10 - £20
1270

1261

1262

1263

A box of auction catalogues and collectors
magazines.

Estimate £20 - £40
1271

Together with a quantity of 9.5mm films. Films
include French Striptease film plus one marked
Charlie Chaplin #2 and Aerial Defence.

Estimate £5 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30

A quantity of vintage loose postcards
together with a postcard album.

1272

Together with a cased vintage Sportslite flash.

A box of loose British and world stamps.

Estimate £10 - £20

To include George VI postage stamps.

Music

Estimate £15 - £30

1273

An auction catalogue for the sale of
Colomendy Hall, residential & agricultural
estate.

A season 1937 Imperial salesmans sample
album of Christmas cards.

Estimate £20 - £30
1275

Estimate £10 - £20
1276

Estimate £15 - £30
1277

A collection of stamps & first day covers.

A vintage Chinese Erhu with rosewood
stem and pegs and snakeskin covered
bamboo bowl.
Needs stringing, no bow.
Approx. 80cm long.

Estimate £50 - £80
A framed and glazed Shrek 2 Special Edition
original film cell and photo still set.

A quantity of 10" diameter 78rpm records
(no sleeves).
Together with a small quantity of 8" diameter
records.

Approx. 80 stamp collectors packs together
with 50 first day covers.
1267

7" 45 rpm Vinyl Record demo: 'St Hugh's
Choir - Renaissance Motets'.
Recorded by Deroy Sound Service (1957-1965,
Lancashire). Choir directed by B.V. Clarke. 5
tracks/bands total over both sides.

Royal Commemorative world stamp
collection.

Estimate £10 - £20

A wooden tray containing 50 vintage music
tapes.
To include; Boomtown Rats, Backstreet Boys,
Bros and Mariah Carey.

Estimate £40 - £60

Comprising:- i) The Royal Baby Prince George
stamps in album with duplicate empty album, ii)
Princess Diana 20th anniversary memorial
stamp collection, and iii) A Royal baby Prince
George stamp collectors card.

A vintage Heiwa Gakki tin whistle together
with 2 vintage recorders.
Estimate £10 - £20

1274

Contains samples of calendars, Christmas
cards and New year cards.

1266

A cased vintage Ilford Sportsman camera
with instruction leaflet.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

1265

A vintage Bingoscope 9.5mm film viewer.

To include Phillips, Sotheby's and vintage
copies of Antique collector and dealers
magazine.

Situated nr Mold, Flintshire, Wales. Dated
1937, with hand written notes inside on prices
realised.
1264

A box of assorted vintage photography
equipment and accessories.
To include boxed Ilford Darkroom Safelight,
The Paterson Tank and an old plate Compur
folding camera with Carl Zeiss lens.

Estimate £100 - £200
1260

2 pairs of vintage binoculars. One cased.
Uncased pair marked Lemaire Fabi Paris.

Victorian Penny black & Penny red stamps
on original envelopes.
Penny black 1840 on letter from Cheshire
County Lunatic Asylum, Northwich postmarks,
and Penny red 1846 with Tarporley and
Manchester postmarks.

An Oloticron HR.66 telescope with a Sherpa
250 tripod.

Estimate £20 - £30
1278

Frame size approx. 46.5cm x 48.5cm.

A vintage ethnic 2 stringed instrument with
leg rests.

Estimate £15 - £30

Approx. 78cm long.
Estimate £20 - £30

Optical

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1279

An Art Deco style bakelite cased Murphy
radio, 1950's.

1291

Knob missing on front. Marked to reverse
"Mains receiver type U198H, Murphy Radio
Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire."

Together with quantity of music books and
sheet music.

Estimate £10 - £20
1280

A 1950 cream bakelite Kolster Brandes
"Toaster" radio, originally marketed as "The
Magic Midget".

Estimate £70 - £90
1292

Model No: FB10, Serial No: 26184.

A vintage Eveready "Sky Leader" transistor
radio.
Together with 2 early pocket transistor radios;
an Elftone Mini Mk1 and an Eagle Hi-Fi.

1282

Estimate £60 - £80
1293

In need of attention.

A 1957 Ferguson Flair burgundy and cream
cased portable radio.

Estimate £10 - £20
1294

Estimate £10 - £20
1295

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
1296

A Marconiphone T11DA bakelite cased
radio, dating from 1946.
Serial No: 55511.

Estimate £10 - £20
1297

Estimate £30 - £40
1286

Estimate £10 - £20
1298

Estimate £10 - £30

5 vintage musical artist cloth badges.
Comprising; Nena, The Police, Michael
Jackson, U2 and Dio.

1299

Each patch approx. 6.5cm x 25cm.
A cased violin complete with bow.
Violin needs attention.
Estimate £10 - £20
1289

A box of vintage vinyl big band & dance
band box sets.
Estimate £10 - £20

1290

A collection of 10 vintage vinyl box sets
"The Greatest Recording of the Big Band
Era".

Rare 7" Vinyl Record: Eddie Thompson Piano Moods Volume One (Jazz Today - JTE
101).
Excellent condition. 45RPM. Published by
Polygon Records.

Estimate £20 - £30
1288

M-Audio AudioBuddy Dual Mic
Preamp/Direct Box.
Unboxed. Power adapter not included.

Estimate £20 - £40
1287

Behringer Ultra UD100 Ultra Distortion
guitar pedal.
Unboxed. Power adapter not included.

A collection of 12 inch records and LP's.
To include Pink Floyd The wall without front
cover writing, Queen, Toyah and Michael
Jackson.

Behringer MicroHD Hum Destroyer HD400.
Full working order. Unboxed. Power adapter
not included.

Estimate £15 - £30
1285

Gemini DS-2024 Digital Sampler.
a/f 2 button caps missing. Rack mounted
version.

A 1951 vintage Pye P.53 wooden cased
household radio.
Serial No: 0175183. Marked Pye, Cambridge,
England.

A quantity of assorted vintage vinyl box sets.
To include; Dean Martin, Jim Reeves and
Buddy Holly.

A 1950 Marconiphone bakelite cased radio,
knobs missing to front.
Model No: T18.DA, Seral No: 9694.

1284

A vintage uncased wooden 1/2 size child's
violin.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
1283

A Fortissimo black and white 6 string
electric guitar together with a quantity of
accessories.
Complete with strap, 10W amp, padded gig
bag with green skull and flame motif, Ultimate
Guitar book and DVD set, boxed digital tuner
and boxed Zoom G1 Next Guitar Effects Pedal.

Estimate £30 - £40
1281

A vintage cased LaFleur Boosey and
Hawkes clarinet complete with cleaning rod,
wax and reeds.

Estimate £50 - £100
1300

Korg Microkorg Synthesizer a/f.
Full working order except broken key (D6); key
still triggers sound but has fallen out of place
and needs repair. 3 potentiometers also have
missing dials (Edit Select 1, 2 and Cutoff).
Unboxed. Power adapter not included. Plug-in
microphone included.
Estimate £50 - £80

Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

09/08/2018
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1301

Epiphone Les Paul Custom Pro guitar in
Alpine White.
Great condition. Full working order. Right
handed. Gold pickups, bridge, tuning pegs, trim
and details. Mother of Pearl fret inlays. Vendor
advises bought new from factory and rarely
played. Together with matching Gator hardshell
case with plush interior and storage space
compartment under neck area.
Estimate £280 - £400

1302

1313

Estimate £25 - £35
1314

Estimate £25 - £35
1315

Includes the tracks Milord, La vie en rose and
L'Accordeoniste. Centre record label has been
stuck on back to front on both side.
1303

Estimate £60 - £80
1316

A copy of The Black And White Minstrels
with The Joe Loss Orchestra, 30 Golden
Greats LP.

A copy of Spotlight On The George Mitchell
Minstrels LP.

Estimate £350 - £500
1317

1307

1308

1309

A 1984 copy of Born In he USA by Bruce
Springsteen.
Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £2200 - £3000

A copy of Janis Joplin/ Big Brother & The
Holding Company - Cheap Thrills LP.

1318

With neon coloured rubber soft grips with
Square decoration.

Estimate £70 - £90

Estimate £20 - £30

A copy of Friends & Love by Chuck
Mangione live concert double album.

1319

With coloured rubber soft grips in England flag
design.

Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £20 - £30

A Signed copy of The River of Souls music
from the TV show Babylon 5.

A framed and glazed copy of Golden heart
cd by Mark Knopfler presented to the PRS
1998.
Presented by Mark Knopfler for his 20 year
membership of the Performing Rights Society.
Together with a unframed watercolour painting
of Mark Knopfler, signed Mick.

1320

Estimate £20 - £30
1321

Picture size 35 x 27 cm approx
Estimate £20 - £30
A signed copy of "Rod" The autobiography
by Rod Stewart.

A pair of cased Addian Spikey Mic
microphones.
Limited edition, hand nippled from the
collectors series.
Estimate £70 - £100

1322

Estimate £100 - £150
A framed and glazed black and white print
of the Beatles.

A pair of hand painted Addian drumsticks.
With neon coloured soft rubber grips in a
diamond pattern.

Presentaion case 41cm x 41cm.

1312

A pair of hand painted Addian drumstick.

Featuring Don Potter and Bat McGrath.

Estimate £20 - £30

1311

A pair of hand painted Addian drumsticks.

Album art work By Crumb.

Music by Christopher Franke . #19/200.
1310

A cased Fender Stratocaster MZI185328
2002 V Festival guitar. Signed by performing
artists.
Signature to front include Beverly Knight, Elvis
Costello, Ed Hardcourt, Ian Brown ( formerly of
Stone Roses ), Members of Stereophonics,
members of Elbow and members of Stereo
MC's. Signatures to rear include Tom and Ed
from Chemical Brothers, Sigur Ros and
Damon - Badly Drawn Boy.

A copy of On Tour With The George Mitchell
Minstrels LP.
Estimate £20 - £30

1306

A cased Elton John Aids foundation charity
watch by Boy Of London.
Brand new never been worn. Complete with
guarantee card dog tag style keyring and
paperwork.

Estimate £20 - £30
1305

An His Masters Voice ashtray with Jack
Russell and gramophone detail.
Green baize to underside.

Estimate £20 - £30
1304

A signed copy of " If Only " by Geri Halliwell.
Together with a PA Photo taken when she was
a judge on Popstars The Rivals.

A signed copy of Edith Piaf MFP record.

Estimate £25 - £40

A blister packed Spice Girls wrist watch
with facsimile band signatures to rear of
packaging.

A modern half moon shaped tambourine by
Rhythm Tech.
Estimate £15 - £20

1323

A unusual whale tail electric guitar.
Body and headstock in the shape of a whale's
tail. The neck has inlaid mother of pearl in the
shape of a whale tail. Tone and volume control
to body. Floyd Rose tremelo system with
Hamer bridge and tuning pegs.
Estimate £1800 - £3000

Estimate £25 - £40
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1324

A Westfield Junior electric guitar with strap
and soft case.

1343

To include Smokers cabinet, Wills Woodbines
Advertising Sign, tins, lighter and brass ash
trays.

Tone and volume buttons to body. Traditional
small mother of pearl disc decoration to neck.

Estimate £25 - £40

Estimate £60 - £80
1325

A cased Stagg S shaped electric violin.
Complete with bow.

1344

1326

Estimate £25 - £40
1345

A set of 3 soft drum protector zip up cases
by Gator.

1328

A Brandon Stefy-line custom guitar soft case

Estimate £20 - £30
1346

Approx. 71cm long x 58cm wide.

A pair of hand painted Addian drumsticks.

Estimate £20 - £30
1347

A pair of hand painted Addian drumsticks.

Estimate £20 - £30
1348

With neon coloured rubber soft grips with swirl
decoration.
Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £45 - £60
1349

Estimate £15 - £30
1350

1332

A boxed vintage Stylophone with cased
sheet music and instruction manual.

Estimate £15 - £30
1351

A vintage leather music satchel containing
vintage sheet music and books.

1334

Approx. 33cm x 16cm.

A quantity of records and cassette tapes.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £8 - £15
1352

A reproduction wooden cased 1930's style
radio.

A Yamaha Clavinova CVP 207 88 key
electronic piano/organ in black wood finish.
With piano stool.
Mechanical VGA screen, Piano samples of 3
levels with sympathetic resonance, 822 tones,
organ flutes drawbars, 192 note polyphony, 5
band equalizer 192 styles with variation. Music
score display and function scores 4MB flash
ROM memory and new sound generator.
Estimate £225 - £350

Misc
1342

A collection of vintage wooden oceanic
spears.
Longest approx. 207cm long.
Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £10 - £20
1335

A green suede Kaliko handbag with bow
detail.
With interior zip and phone compartment. In
as new condition.

Estimate £10 - £20
1333

A vintage stainless steel 5oz hip flask.
Together with a vintage Stainless steel and
leatherette 4oz hip flask.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

A circular concrete garden planter on
pedestal base.
54cm diameter, and 45cm tall.

The Harmonious Blacksmith by Handel
together with Zampa, Overture by Herold.

1331

A vintage small plough.
Approx. 60cm long x 38cm tall.

2 boxed Whiteley Music Rolls, pianola /
piano music.

Rolls approx. 30cm long.

A vintage T bar handled peat/moss cutter.
Approx. 95cm long.

Estimate £20 - £30

1330

A vintage wooden handled hay knife.

Estimate £40 - £60
With neon coloured rubber soft grips with circle
decoration.
1329

A box of assorted breweriana.
To include Water jugs, ash trays, Guinness
pepper pot and glasses.

Estimate £50 - £70
1327

A 1950's - 60's retro metal folding firescreen
with floral decoration.
Together with an Atomic companion set.

Metallic graphite grey paint finish to body.
Wood bridge and neck.
Estimate £60 - £80

A quantity of smoking relating items.

1353

2 rolls of blind material.
One approx. 10m long, the other approx. 1.5m
long
Estimate £10 - £20

1354

A pair of men's vintage leather riding / Jack
boots with wooden trees.
Shoe size approx 10.
Estimate £40 - £60

1355

A taxidermy of a young male Roe deer head
mounted on a wooden wall hanging plaque.

A 19th century surgeon's amputation saw.

Approx. 43cm x 30cm.

Made by Weiss, London. No blade.

Estimate £50 - £70

Estimate £50 - £70
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1356

A vintage wooden sailing boat rudder.

1368

Approx. 61cm x 98cm.
1357

Estimate £20 - £30

Black and gold painted body with central
ceramic panels.

3 vintage walking sticks to include a
bamboo sword stick.

Approx. 12cm tall.

Together with a wooden handled walking stick
with compass set into handle.

Estimate £10 - £20
1369

A small collection of juggling fire throwers
to include a Mystec firestaff.
Estimate £20 - £40

1359

Estimate £15 - £30
1370

A taxidermy of a Roe deer head mounted on
a wooden wall hanging plaque.

Case size 71 x 35.5 x 15 cm.

Estimate £50 - £70

1361

A taxidermy of a Roe deer head mounted on
a wooden wall hanging plaque.

Estimate £30 - £50
1371

Mounted on wooden plinth.
Total height 31 cm approx.

Estimate £50 - £70

Estimate £40 - £60

A taxidermy of a young Roe deer head
mounted on a wall hanging wooden plinth.

1371 a

Estimate £600 - £800

A tin of assorted vintage keys.
Of various sizes and types.

1372

A vintage flag for the St Raphael Club,
Norwich.

Estimate £15 - £30
1373

Approx. 90cm x 175cm.
A vintage Harris & Sheldon Ltd, Birmingham
original shop fitting tailors dummy.

1374

Approx. 163cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £200 - £250
A quantity of 27 ceramic, enamel and metal
ware lidded trinket pots and pill boxes.

1375

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
1376

A box of assorted misc. items.
To include 7 wooden jointed bear figures, a
quantity of glass lidded boxes and Peter
Fagan's "Mayday Bear" for RNLI.

A vintage BSA Metro ladies bicycle with
grey paintwork.
With 3 speed Sturmey Archer and carrier to
back.

2 reproduction Gimbal compasses. Both
with brass cases.
Estimate £15 - £30

A quantity of assorted vintage tins to
include tobacco tins, oil tins & biscuit tins.
Estimate £10 - £20

1377

Estimate £10 - £20
1367

A c1940-60's carpenter's wooden toolbox &
tools.
To include a Henry Disston & Sons of
Philadelphia saw, Stanley planes, Spear &
Jackson saw, coffin plane, and other tools.

To include; Royal Worcester Days of the
Week, Halcyon Days, Crummles, Royal
Doulton & Chelsea Enamels pots and Disney
Winnie the Pooh.
1366

A vintage wooden framed tray from Brazil
set with butterfly wings.
With inlaid detail. One handle a/f. Fixings on
back for wall hanging.

With jointed legs and hessian covered torso.

1365

Three bone-handled fruit/pen knives to
include Winchester
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
1364

A collection of measuring Rules and rulers.
To include examples from Faber-Castell,
Hadders of Manchester E. Bayliss Wright of
Norwich and Harper & Tunstall. Ltd.

Estimate £20 - £30

A society which helps support leisure activities
for disabled people.

A Victorian full size taxidermy of a Lioness
carrying a cub.
Vendor advises the item was originally an
Oxford museum piece.

Estimate £50 - £70

1363

A taxidermy Tawny owl sitting on a log.

Approx. 53cm x 32cm.

Approx. 49cm x 32cm.
1362

A glass cased taxidermy of a swooping
Kestrel.
Taxidermy by David J Blytheway.

Approx. 50cm x 32cm.
1360

A box of mixed items.
To include a vintage metal cash tin, cigarette
cards, black lacquer box and a boxed manicure
set (a/f).

Estimate £60 - £80
1358

A vintage atomizer perfume bottle with
classic scene ceramic panels to both sides.

Estimate £20 - £40
1378

A ladies 5 speed Raleigh mountain bike with
green paintwork.
Estimate £10 - £20
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1379

1380

A large oval shaped concrete garden planter
with decoration to sides.

1392

Approx. 45cm x 68cm x 17cm tall.

Made by Peerage.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20

A rectangular shaped concrete garden
planter with rope handles and wood effect
design to sides.

1393

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20
1394

A set of 3 matching garden pots with blue
and yellow decoration to sides.
Approx. 27cm diameter x 21cm tall.

Estimate £8 - £15
1395

Approx. 32cm diameter x 24cm tall.

A vintage ladies Raleigh Cameo bicycle.
Maroon painted frame with front basket and
rear saddle bag. Lights fitted to front and back.

2 octagonal shaped concrete garden
planters with decoration to sides.
Chip to inside rim on one.

A vintage wooden banded travellers trunk.
Approx. 67 x 49 x 30cm.

Estimate £10 - £20
1382

A collection of vintage cutting tools to
include loppers, pruners and hand scythes.
Together with a selection of sharpening stones.

Approx. 38.5cm x 27.5cm x 22cm tall.
1381

A vintage brass gong on wooden plinth with
mallet.

Estimate £10 - £20
1396

A wooden garden bench with slatted seat
and back.

Estimate £15 - £30
1383

2 circular shaped concrete garden planters
with decoration to sides.

Estimate £10 - £20
1397

Largest approx. 31cm diameter x 24cm tall.

Complete with bell.

Estimate £15 - £30
1384

A small collection of garden pots and
planters together with a soapstone statue
and a number plate.

Estimate £10 - £30
1398

A classical style concrete garden statue of a
semi naked female figure.
Approx. 68cm tall.

1386

Estimate £10 - £20

Pictures & Prints
1400

Indistinctly signed. Framed & glazed.

A vintage L.C. Smith & Bros typewriter.

17 x 27cm
Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage wooden painted dumb waiter.

1401

Missing card tray.

25 x 30cm.

Estimate £10 - £20
A box of assorted items.

Estimate £10 - £20
1402

To include vintage irons, pair of wooden vases
and vintage gloves.

A vintage Lyon's Green Label Tea tin
containing 3 clay pipes.

Picture size 95 x 57cm approx.
Estimate £15 - £30
1403

Estimate £10 - £20
1390

A vintage rubber Guinness advertising
Toucan.

1391

2 boxes of smoking related items.
To include Playboy match lighter, novelty
lighters and cigarette cases.

A framed and glazed pencil and watercolour
of a watermill and fisherman in
monochrome colours.
Image size 24 x 34.5cm approx.

Missing pint to the beak.
Estimate £10 - £20

A framed and glazed montage of German
erotic prints.
In gilt frame.

Estimate £10 - £20
1389

W.R.E. Goodrich watercolour of Bakewell
Bridge & Church.
Dated 1929. Mounted but unframed.

Approx. 76cm, 30 inches tall.
1388

Watercolour of The Grand Canal, Venice.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30
1387

A signed John Letts sculpture of a
highlander.
Approx. 16cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
1385

A ladies vintage 3 gear Mistral bicycle in red
metallic paint finish.

Estimate £10 - £20
1404

Framed an glazed water colour of a church
scene.
Inage size 38.5 x 25.5cm approx.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
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1405

A framed and glazed water colour of a
windmill.

1415

In vintage wooden frame.

"The Rowley Mile" and "The High Street".

Picture size 28.5 x 26cm approx.

Approx. 35cm x 51cm.

Estimate £15 - £30
1406

2 framed and glazed pictures.

Estimate £10 - £20
1416

An oil of Pin Mill, river Orwell , Ipswich with
indistinct signature to bottom left and a
watercolour of boat in the harbour by Anthony
Beaumont dated 1937.

Approx. 35.5cm x 50cm.
Estimate £20 - £40
1417

Estimate £20 - £40

2 framed & glazed pictures by Anthony
Beaumont.

Signed to lower right and dated to lower left,
Feb' 1976. Framed and glazed.

A watercolour of farm building date 1939 and a
pencil sketch of farm building and cows dated
1941.

Approx. 44.5cm x 63.5cm.

Largest picture size 24 x 32cm approx.

Estimate £50 - £60
1418

Estimate £20 - £40
1408

Approx. 50cm x 41cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
1419

Largest picture size 23.5 x 33.5cm approx.
Estimate £20 - £40

Approx. 25cm x 12cm.

To include oil on board, Watercolours and
signed print of Elm Hill Norwich.

Estimate £15 - £30
1420

Estimate £15 - £30
1410

Approx. 17cm x 25.5cm.
Estimate £15 - £30
1421

Approx. 38cm x 28.5cm.

2 vintage framed and glazed watercolours.
A seascape together with a still life of Arum
lilies.
Largest approx. 36cm x 29cm.

Largest approx. 19cm x 30cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
1422

Estimate £20 - £30
1412

By Tom W Ames. Folded and slightly faded.
c1948-1965. Framed & glazed (glass broken at
bottom corner). Poster under a mount.

To include pairs of prints, pastels and oil on
canvas.

Visible poster size 96cm x 59cm
Estimate £200 - £400
1423

G.C. Hobbs oil on board of a landscape
scene with church.

Estimate £30 - £50

Approx. 55.5cm x 69.5cm.
Estimate £20 - £30
William Russel Flint print "Primavera",
signed in pencil.
With blind stamp. Framed and glazed.

A original piece of 1970's pen and ink
artwork from Mr. Peabody, All at Sea.
By Ken Kirkwood.

Framed.

1414

An original British Railways poster for
Sheringham (Norfolk).

A quantity of assorted framed and glazed
pictures.

Estimate £10 - £20
1413

2 small vintage framed and glazed
watercolours.
Together with a pair of vintage glazed coloured
prints.

Estimate £50 - £60
1411

Framed and glazed vintage watercolour of a
steam yacht and a fishing boat.
Signed to lower left, A.E.White?

Menzel watercolour of an Officer on horse
back, signed to lower right.
Framed and glazed, dated '85 with original
seal.

Framed & glazed watercolour of a 19th
Century Sailing boat, entitled "A
Windjammer".
Marked to lower right H.C and dated 1927.

A collection of 5 framed pictures.

Largest picture size 35 x 42cm approx.

A wooden framed oil on canvas (mounted
on board) of a woman having tea.
Signed to lower right S. Winon.

2 framed & glazed pencil and watercolours
by Anthony Beaumont, both of Norfolk
threshing.
Dated 1941 and 1942.

1409

Framed and glazed watercolour, signed
Bozher to lower left.

Allan Dorian Clarke pastel of a village river
scene, "Campo de Criptana, La Mancha,
Spain".

Largest picture size 34.5 x 44cm approx.
1407

A pair of gilt framed and glazed Neil
Cawthorne racing prints.

1424

2 oil on board of still life by Joy Thomas.
1 framed.
Largest 40.5 x 51cm approx.
Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 28cm x 29.5cm.
Estimate £40 - £50
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1425

A 19th century framed oil on canvas
depicting a river scene with poacher in
foreground.

1436

A pair of vintage olive green studded leather
bucket style study chairs.
With wooden legs and shaped fronts.
Approx. 96cm tall x 60cm wide.

Approx. 44 x 65cm.
Estimate £10 - £25
1426

Estimate £40 - £60
1437

Houston Russel - pastel. Portrait of Iris
Maud Roythorne (nee Morter) b. 1906
Swardeston Norfolk

Approx 72 x 58cm.
Estimate £10 - £20

Possibly in military uniform. Signed lower left.
1438

30 x 21cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
1427

Approx 93cm x 183 cm .
Estimate £40 - £70

Estimate £10 - £20

1439

Norwich School - 20th century watercolour
of a country cottage.

Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30

1440

Watercolour painted print golfing cartoon 'Not Lost but Gone Before'.
18 x 23cm

Estimate £15 - £30
1441

Estimate £10 - £20

A dark oak solid wood New Plan Furniture
Ltd draw leaf table and 4 chairs.

Doreen Allen - pastel of a valley.

Chairs with tapestry style upholstery.

Signed lower left.
32 x 48cm.

Estimate £40 - £60
1442

Estimate £10 - £20
1431

Estimate £10 - £20

A charcoal sketch of a girl, signed N.
Coppard to lower left and dated 1896.

Estimate £15 - £30
1443

Together with an unframed oil on board signed
C. Kaye '56.

Approx. 50.5cm wide x 63cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
A c18th/19th century large hanging tapestry
depicting tavern scene with travelling
minstrels.

Estimate £10 - £20
1444

121 x 44cm.

Estimate £300 - £350
Framed and glazed John Harris print "Bright
Afternoon" dated 2003.

Estimate £30 - £50
1445

Approx. 39.5cm x 56cm.

A framed and glazed pen and ink sketch of
Lincolnshire Fenland…near Wragby.
Signed Patterson?
Approx. 20.5cm x 29.5cm.
Estimate £10 - £20

2 vintage painted cane seated dining / hall
chairs.
1 yellow and 1 sage green, both with carved
detail to back.

Estimate £10 - £20
1435

A Peruvian hand painted wooden consol
table with 3 drawers.
Made by Humberto Urquizo in Lima. With
information sheet.

Fading throughout bottom right hand side
needs attention.
1434

A 1960's wooden trolley / cabinet with
record storage double door cupboard to
base and shelf to top.
On ball castors.

Sketch approx. 39.5cm x 28.5cm.
1433

A dark oak solid wood New Plan Furniture
Ltd triple dresser and matching corner unit.
3 door, 3 drawer dresser with leaded glass
doors to top and interior shelving. Together
with a 2 sectional corner unit with cupboard
base and leaded glass door to top.

Victorian Royal Artillery coloured print.
Framed and glazed.
Picture size 30 x 23cm approx.

1432

A vintage mahogany inlaid overmantle
mirror.
Approx. 43cm x 75cm.

Indistinctly signed.

1430

An Art Deco folding Oak Tea Table /
firescreen.
Approx. 74cm tall x 48cm wide.

27 x 20cm
1429

A large vintage metal industrial pigeon hole
shelving unit.
Vendor advises came from the Jaguar plant in
Coventry.

Christine M. Morter - oil on canvas
'Snowdrops by the Wensum'.
39 x 49cm.

1428

A vintage wooden framed tapestry fire
screen with iris and bird decoration.

Estimate £15 - £30
1446

A smoked glass topped brass
occasional/side table.
46 x 56x x46 cm.
Estimate £15 - £30
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1447

1448

A pair of white painted short filing
cabinets/bedside cabinets. With glass tops.

1458

45cm wide, 47cm deep, and 74cm tall

Handle missing.

Estimate £15 - £20

Approx. 181cm x 107 cm with leaves in x
69cm tall.

An Ercol Windsor Butler's tray coffee table
in dark brown.
Approx. 72.5cm long

Estimate £30 - £50
1459

Estimate £40 - £60
1449

On cabriole shaped legs and ball and claw feet.
Approx. 90cm wide x 84cm tall.

With bevelled edge glass.

Estimate £35 - £50
1460

An vintage oak framed wall mounting
dressing mirror.

Estimate £8 - £12
1461

With bevelled edge glass.
Approx. 125 cm x 47 cm.

1452

190cm x 140cm approx.
Estimate £50 - £70
1462

Labelled to underside.

A brand new Keshan rug with beige
backgrounds and navy, red and gold pattern.

Approx. 60cm diaameter x 53cm tall.

Fringed ends.

Estimate £180 - £250

190cm x 140cm approx.

A dark wood bentwood chair labelled
Fischel of Czechoslovakia to underside.

Estimate £50 - £70
1463

Design to chair seat.
Estimate £40 - £60
1453

Estimate £10 - £20

230cm x 160cm approx
Estimate £80 - £100
1464

An Edwardian inlaid 2 door glass fronted
display cabinet.

With tapered legs inlay detail to front and legs.
Leaded glass panel door with green glass
decoration. Shaped plinth to top.

Approx. 91cm tall x 72cm wide.

Total height 149cm approx.

A modern solid pine kitchen table with
natural wood top and turned legs.
Approx. 183cm wide x 90.5cm deep x 78.5cm
tall.

Estimate £30 - £50
1465

1466

Estimate £10 - £20
1467

Approx. 104.5cm wide x 87cm tall.
1457

A vintage bow fronted 5 drawer chest of
drawers with scalloped top drawer.
Approx. 76cm wide x 106cm tall.

A 2 over 3 drawer chest with pelmet shaped
top and drop down handles (some a/f).
Originally a top from a chest on chest.

A cane seated hall chair.
Estimate £8 - £12

Estimate £80 - £120
1456

A Edwardian mahogany glass fronted
display cabinet with 2 interior shelves.

With spade foot front legs and 3 interior
shelves with red fabric lining.
Estimate £25 - £40
1455

A large Bokhara rug with beige background
with red, navy and gold fancy geometric
pattern.
Fringed ends.

A modern wood framed wall hanging mirror.
94 cm x 64 cm approx.

1454

A brand new Keshan Rug with pale green
background and beige, brown and navy
pattern.
Fringed ends.

Estimate £10 - £20
A dark wood Art Deco circular shaped
occasional table by Fischel of
Czechoslovakia.

A vintage light wood plant stand.
Approx. 77.5cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £25

1451

A reproduction mahogany coloured 4
drawer chest with carved decoration.

An Art Nouveau Oak wooden framed over
mantle mirror.
Approx. 93 cm x 90 cm.

1450

A large mahogany wind out dining table on
cabriole shaped legs with carved decoration.

A dark oak Art Nouveau single door
wardrobe with carved detail to front and
mirrored door.

Estimate £20 - £40

Comes in 3 sections.

A vintage dark wood refectory style table.

Approx. 122cm wide x 208cm tall.

Approx. 110.5 x 107cm x 76cm tall.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £10 - £20

1468

A small dark oak Art Deco bureau with
single drawer and 2 door cupboard.
Not original internal stationery compartments.
With original Art Deco drop handles.
Approx. 74cm wide x 106cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30
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1469

A mahogany 2 door display cabinet with
leaded glass doors and 2 interior fabric
lined shelves.

1480

Bottom half on cabriole legs with 3 drawers
and lower shelf.

Comprising; 3 drawer bedside cabinet, 4
drawer chest of drawers and a 2 door wardrobe.

Approx. 109cm wide x 191cm tall.
Estimate £90 - £120
1470

Estimate £70 - £90
1481

A vintage pine double door wardrobe with
internal hanging rail and shelf.
Complete with key. Comes apart in 2 sections.
Approx. 132cm wide x 188cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
1482

A vintage oak fire screen with needlework
panel behind glass.

1473

Approx. 122cm wide x 102cm tall.

A brand new flatpack distress waxed pine
"Rio" dining set, in original packaging.
Comprising square table and 2 dining chairs.

Estimate £10 - £50
1483

Complete with extra leaf and winding handle.

A Schreiber 6 drawer chest of drawers.
Painted cream and grey.

Unwound position measures approx. 88cm x
120cm x 74cm tall.

With red painted detail to handles.

Estimate £20 - £50
1484

Estimate £30 - £40
A modern circular pine kitchen table with
pedestal base.

Estimate £15 - £30

1476

A modern light oak effect rectangular
dinning table.

Approx. 59cm wide x 78.5cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1485

Approx. 150 wide x 90 deep x 75cm tall.

A vintage dark oak bureau with ball feet to
front and stationery compartments.

Estimate £15 - £30

Drop down front and 3 drawers.

A modern solid oak wood kitchen/dining
table.

Approx. 65 cm x x102 cm tall.

Some marking to top

Estimate £10 - £20
1486

Approx. 101.5 wide x 100 deep x 75cm tall.
A modern solid oak wood kitchen/dining
table.

Largest table 97cm x 46cm tall approx.

Some marking to top.
Approx. 101.5 wide x 100 deep x 75cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
1487

Estimate £15 - £30
1478

Table size approx.

Estimate £15 - £30

A modern single bed with solid oak head
board and base board.

A ornate high polished dining room table
with 4 chairs and 2 carvers.
Inlaid floral decoration to top. Carved detail to
pedestal base, backs and front legs of chairs.
Beige velour upholstery to all chairs.

A modern single bed with solid oak head
board and base board.
Complete with support slats.

1479

A Glass topped set of 3 tables in dark wood.
Coffee table with two smaller occasional tables
below. All with carved cabriole legs and fluted
edges.

Estimate £15 - £30
1477

A 1960's dark wood 185k Singer electric
sewing machine table with accessories,
lamp and foot pedal.
Table has central pull down storage drawer
and tapered legs. Machine serial No:
K9651357.

Approx. 106cm diameter.
1475

A vintage oak winding draw leaf dining table
with turned legs on ceramic castors.

Estimate £50 - £80

Approx. 100cm wide x 72.5cm tall.
1474

A vintage light oak Maple & Co double
sideboard with carved and fluted design to
sides.
2 drawers over a double door cupboard with
interior shelf. Complete with key. Drawer knobs
have been replaced.

Estimate £10 - £20
1472

A dark oak old charm style nest of tables.
Largest table approx 48cm x 33cm x 48cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30
1471

A brand new "Maya" waxed pine finish
bedroom set. All flat packed, in original
packaging.

Estimate £100 - £150
1488

Complete with support slats.

2 modern black faux leather & chrome bar /
breakfast bar stools.
with height adjustment and foot rest.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £30 - £50

Sports
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1339

A half size vintage signed cricket bat.
Signatures to face and blade to include Denis
Compton and Peter May.
Estimate £8 - £12

1340

2 sporting programmes.
Jack Soloman presents The Heavyweight
Championship of the World. Bruce Woodcock
and Lee Savold and Speedway Cavalcade.
Estimate £10 - £20

1341

A pair of vintage lawn bowls.
Estimate £10 - £20

Automobilia
1336

3 boxes of car magazines and books.
To include Jaguar, MG and Classic Car.
Estimate £5 - £20

1337

A box of BMW car magazines and factory
catalogues.
Estimate £5 - £20

1338

A vintage Pegasus winged horse car
mascot.
Estimate £20 - £30

Vintage clothing
1399

A Large Bottle green Kashmir shawl with
gold thread decoration throughout.
188cm long x 90cm wide.
Estimate £15 - £30
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